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During the night of November 7-8, 1917, workers, peasants and 
revolutionary sailors stormed the Winter Palace and arrested the 
bourgeois Provlslonary Government holed up Inside. ( print from Forge) 

Red October 
The month of October is one of im

mense historical significance to the 
struggles of the working class and op
pressed nations against capitalism and 
imperialism. 

October of 1917 saw the seizure of 
power in Russia by the working class, 
led by the great Bolshevik Party of . 
Lenin and Stalin. Arising out of the 
chaos of World War I, the October 
Revolution immediately became a ban· 
ner in struggle to oppressed people the 
world over . The modern proletariat, 
the working class born of large scale 
industrial production, the greatest class 
in history, had stepped forward to lead 
humanity upon a new high road of 
social development. 

In order to secure its victory the 
Russian working class had won to its 
side the broad masses of the poor pea· 
sants and of the oppressed nationali
ties. This showed to the peoples of the 
colonized and semicolonized countries 
of the world that the path of their 
own liberation lay with revolution and 
socialism. In the wake of the October 
Revolution the Communist Party of 
China (CPC) was founded in 1921. 

During years of complex and tumul
tuous struggles, Chairman Mao Tsetung 
emerged as the grea! leader of the 
C pc. Applying the universal truth of 
Marxism· Leninism to the corr,rete con-

ditions of China. In a two sraye revolu· 
tion, first came the revolutionary over· 
throw of the ancient feudal landhold· 
ing system in the countryside, and of 
the Chinese agents of imperialism, par
ticularly American imperialism. Mao 
called this the stage of new democracy, 
for this was democracy to set the con· 
ditions for the second stage of revolu
tion, the transition onward to social· 
ism. 

In October of 1949, the agents of 
imperialism were driven out of China 
and the great Chinese Revolution rose 
to power. 

Just as had the Russian Revolution 
of thirty·two years before, the Chinese 
Revolution became a brilliant inspira· 
tion to progress in every country. Sub
sequent to Stalin's death, the traitor 
Khrushchev seized power in the Soviet 
Union and embarked upon the restora· 
tion of capitalism in the USSR. Chair
man Mao and the Communist Party of 
China stood firm against this tragic 
development. Today more than ever, 
the p regress of socialism in the Peo· 
pies' Republic of China stands as an ir
refutable proof to the people of the 
whole world that the future of human
ity is with socialism, and that the 
cause of revolution and socialism is in
vincible. 
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ANTI-CHINA 
CAMPAIGN 

in VIETNAM! 
VIETNAMESE AUTHORITIES PERSECUTE 

CHINESE RESIDENTS 
A shocking situation has developed 

in Southeast Asia. Beginning in Novem
ber of last year the a11thorities of the 
Socialist Republic of Vietnam have un
dertaken a vast campaign of persecut
ion against Chinese nationality resi
dents of Vietnam. At this time more 
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namese authorities have concocted a 
number of preposterous excuses for 
their outrageous conduct. 

There are about three million people 
of Chinese descent in Vietnam. Many 
of them have been there for generat
ions but still retain Chinese citizenship. 
In the 1950's Ngo Dinh Diem, a Viet
namese puppet ruler for the U.S., for
cibly attempted to make these people 
take Vietnamese citizenship. The Com
munist Party of Vietnam, then call the 
Vietnam Workers' Party, and the Com
munist Party of China at the time jo
intly condemned Diem's action. The 
CPC encouraged the Chinese residents 
to take Vietnamese citizenship, accord
ing to its standing policy. Both parties 
agreed ·that the Chinese residents re
mained Chinese ciiizens and that the 
only permissible means to change citi
zenship was by persuasion. 

> .. ith~iigh ere~f ;itii~' ~le '( 
cn'sili 11\e c . .. .· , have na desire to 
!>en Its burdol\s. . ey ~re on Ille attlek 
apl#$t the j)eopl~. seekin« eveiy means to 
(!ivi~, suppress ~nd lnil!OYllrlsh the working 
elau and oppressed natlons alld minorities,. 
PROPOSITION 13 

On June 6, by a 2-1 vote, California , · 
property owners voted a 57 per cent. s(ash !n 
property taxes, thus taking a $5·7 bi Ilion bile 
out of California's operating expenses. The 
question is: who is going to lake the 
weiglll? The burden of this loss of revenue 
will undoubtedly be shifted to the backs 
of the working masses of California. The 
State legislature estimates a loss of 75,000 
jobs, with 8,300 in Los Angeles alone, a 
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Today, however, the Vietnamese 
authorities claim in their press that, 
"back in 1956 almost all the Chinese 
residents in South Vietnam adopted 
Vietnamese of Chinese origin." The 
Vietnamese authorities have opted on 
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There is a considerable irony of his· 
tory in this. Ten years ago, at the 
height of their barbaric assault upon 
the Vietnamese people, the U.S. im· 
perialists systemically lied about the 
Geneva agreements of 1954 which set· 
tied the expulsion of French imperial· 
ism from Southeast Asia. They meant 
to give cover to their aggression and 
intervention. Now the Vietnamese 

authorities are using the same tactic, 
lying about agreements from the same 
period in order to justify wrongdoing 
on their own part. It is shameful in· 
deed to see the Vietnamese authorities 
besmirch the brilliant world·historic 
achievements of the Vietnamese people 
in this way. 

hiring and replacement freeze and no Cost 
of Living increases for all Stale employees 
(except the legislators themselves who 
have voted themselves a 10% wage in· 
crease!). Other vital areas will also feel 
the crunch: scores of school disllicts 
have cancelled summer school; transit 
fares have been raised in L. A. and San 
Francisco with other cities likely to 
follow· education, lire departments, 
sanitation workers, public hospitals, day 
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THE DEFENSE of ZAIRE from 
RUSSIAN AGGRESSION 

Soviet social imperialism is rapidly pre
paring the conditions for its own doom. 
The USSR's frantic military aggression in 
Africa is rapidly growing. In the case of 
Zaire, the New Tsars have invaded by proxy 
with a mercenary army twice since 1977. 
People are awakening a II over the world to 
the rising danger of Soviet Imperialism and 
the danger of a third world war. With some 
30,000 Soviet-Cuban fully armed combat 
troops stationed in Angola as their rear area 
Katangan mercenaries launched a blood 
thirsty invasion into the Shaba province of 
Zaire, which was once called the Katanga 
Province. The Code Name for the attack 
was "Operation Dove", and the mercenaries 
were paid with Soviet blood money, and 
trained and armed by the Cuban and East 
German governments. 

Certainly, the USSR's plan was defeated 
in Zaire. A broad united front mobilized to 
stop the Soviet plan to cul off the Shaba pro· 
vince of Zaire. The Soviet Imperialists want
ed Shaba in order to get its rich copper and 
cobalt. They want to take the whole of Zaire 
by invasion and coup, or partition it. 

Why are the Soviet Imperialists in such a 
frenzy and taking chances like the invasion 
of Zaire right before the eyes of the whole 
world? Why twice in two years? Because 
the Soviet Union is the latecomer to the im· 
perialist feast, so they are the most aggres· 
sive of the two superpowers. Yet, with its 
expansionist movement from Europe to the 
Meditarranean and all over Africa, clearly 
the USSR exposed its weakness: it over· 
reaches itself and becomes a paper tiger 
when the people put up tough resistance! 

Why call this ragtime gang of killers, 
who were hist01ically set up by the Bel· 
gian imperialists to undermine the inde· 
pendence of the Congo in 1960, why call 
these Kantagan mercenaries a liberation 
army? Because the New Tsars are more 
and more desperate, aggressively moving 
to redivide an already divided world among 
the other imperialists, the New Tsars k.now 
that they must wage wars to take colonies 
and neocolonies away from the other imper· 
ialists. So the Soviet Union has become the 
main danger of war in the world-today. 
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of the invasion is between_ the People 
and Soviet Social I mperi~hsm.- lmp_er
ia l ism must be dealt with first, and 
then domestic reactionaries. . 

Looking over decad.es of revolut1on
a ry experience , ~ha1r'.11an Mao com
mented in 1956, Do~ t strik~ at too 
many enemies at a t1me,_strike at a 
few, and even with the big landlords 
deal your blows at the most reaction
ary handful. To strike at everyone may 
seem very revolutionary, but actually it 
causes great harm". (Mao, Vol. 5, P. 

Africa is quickly becoming an important 528, Some Experiences In Our Party's 
arena for the rivalry between the superpow· History) 
ers for world supremacy and one of the A Zairean Marxist-Leninist interview-
hottest spots in the world. Armed inter· ed in The Call showed he understood 
vention has become the main form of So· di a I ectical materialism, "Some people 
vie! expansion in Africa and the Cuban would want us to take Mobutu and his 
military forces are the principal tool and government as the principal target at 
proxy. the moment the USSR and its mercen-

Oespite the variety of lies put out by both aries are committing aggression against 
superpowersonZaireinord~rto?re.parnpu· Za i re. Thi s position objectively 
blic opinion in favor of their imperialist rival amounts to support for the aggressive 

r------------;,---------------.ry and schemes in Africa, the people .of zwe designs of the USSR against our coun-* struggling against the Soviet ordered inva~1on try". (Call, p.7, July 3, 1978) 
Hm RN AllO N~ll l of Shaba is a just and heroic struggle againSt Also Lenin said making use of con

colonial annexation. II is an anti-hegemonist tradic t ions among the enemy is ... "a 
struggleandithelpscreatetheconditions for rule whi ch will remain fundamental 

lossA
oy the revolutionary people's struggle to transform with us for a.long ti,m~ until socialism 
,n Zairean society, propelling it toward democracy finally tr iuJTip~s ~IJ uver lhe world. We 

an~ socialism. It is without a doubt part o! the must· take advanta.9e. of ,th¢ antagonism '• 
._ __________________________ ~ ~arn revolutionary trend in the worlcl~1tuat1on and the . cp~tr~di~ti,o~.s ,that ex.ist be-1:'ASC I SM today. • tween· tbe. two i[l1P..erialis'rn~ •. the two r, The struggle between the two superpowers groups.'. of . C~ Pi~alist: states; an'd. play 

effects every situation in world politics. All them 'Qff _ag~ln'~ ~ac,h ,other. untn, we 
the basic contradictions in the contemporary have conquered t~e whdle.· V:'orld, and 
world are concentrated in Africa especially as long as vye are _ec:dnom1cally and 
countries like Zaire, anllit is on~ of the weak· mi I ita ri I/ weak'er thari the capitalist 

Each day there is more and more 
talk of a fascist right wing dictatorship 
in the U.S. Recently, .Newsweek pub
lished a cover story entitled: " Is Am
erica Turning Right?" Why is the rul
ing class raising this question more and 
more? Because the U.S. ruling class is 
trapped by eco nomic, political and 
social crisis, and it can't find the way 
out. Th ere is endless struggle among 
t he people to find a way out of the 
crisis, a way that will free the people 
from the horrible menace of the eco
nomic crisis, the move to the right and 
t he danger of world war. There are 
also endless struggles and splits within 
the ruling class, the monopoly capital
ist class, on how to maintain their cri
minal rule, how to snuff out the revol
utionary movement and its leaders; and 
how to put down the resistance of the 
masses to wage cuts, cutbacks in bene
fits, worsening working conditions, sex 
discrimination, poor housing, bad edu
cation, police brutality, racism and na
tional oppression. 

What do we mean when we say the 
bourgeoisie is moving further to the 
right? What is the menace of fascism? 
Fascism is "the open terrorist dictator
ship of the most reactionary, most 
chauvinistic and most imperialist ele
ments of finance capital". (G. Dimi
troff, 7th Congress Report 1935, pg. 
10, THE UNITED FRONT). Some 
people want you to think that fascism 
1s the "revolt of the petty bourgeoi
sie", the small shopowners, etc. But 
this is a vicious bourgeois lie spread by 
the enemy to cover the tracks of the 
real danger of fascism in the U.S., the 
monopoly bourgeoisie! 

We must pay attention to the fact 
that "The development of fascism and 
the fascist dictatorship itself assume 
DIFFERENT FOR MS in different 
countries, according to historical, social 
and economic conditions and to the 
national pecularities and the inter
national position of the given coun
try." (Same source, p9. 12) So in the 
U.S., the S-1 Bill against the peoples 
basic democratic rights, the reactionary 
Bakke Decision against the democratic 
rights and the struggle for equality of 
oppressed nationalities and women, 
Proposition 13, etc. are the particular 
forms in which the most reactionary 
elements of the ruling class is mount
ing its attacks on the working masses, 
oppressed nationalities and women. 

We must also understand that fas
cism does not come to power as an 
ordinary succession of one bourgeois 
government by another; it is a substitu
tion of one form of class domination 
by the capitalist class, called bourgeois 
democracv, bv another form-open ter
rorist diciatorship. The history of the 
peoples' stru911les iHoJrm tHi that .we 
must wage a tit t • , ' tJggle against 
reactionary mea Jo< " ·r bourgeois 

democr~cy that are paving the road to 
fascism. We cannot afford to underrate 
the impo rtance of these reactionary 
steps to the right, which ado up tcr a 
surge to the right, such as the Bakke 
Decision, S-1, Proposition 13, the' use 
of renegade "Doves" * turned war 
hawks to call for imperialist invasions 
in Democratic Kampuchea- measures 
which suppress the democratic liberties 
of the working masses in the U.S. and 
threaten the peace, sovereignty and in
dependence of the oppressed nations 
of the Third World. If we do not fight 
these reactionary moves, if we adopt a 
policy of passive resistance in the face 
of the growth of the menace of fas
cism, we will not be in a good position 
to prevent the victory of fascism, we 
will not be in a good position to pre
vent the victory of fascism; in fact, we 
are inviting a fascist dictatorship and 
helping its bloodthirsty rise to power! 

As fascism mounts its attack, it at
tracts the masses by its deceitful ap
peals to their most urgent needs and 
demands. So that the leading elements 
in the Proposition 13 movement act
ually pimp off the urgent needs and 
desires of the masses, and as it says in 
the article on Proposition 13 in this 
same issue, it uses the masses to get 
multi-billion dollar tax cuts for the fil
thy rich superbillionaire corporate in
terests and big landowners of Californ
ia at the expense of the hard working 
masses of California, who don't have 
exotic country clubs and exclusive pri
vate schools to take care of their social 
needs. 

We are defining fascism so you can 
caste away illusions about what is 
coming in this country and join us in 
the struggle to prevent it, to beat back 
the menace of fascism in the U.S. 
Some might think that it could never 
happen here. But the motion of his
tory in the country and the current 
crisis tell us that we cannot afford to 
harbor illusions about the nature of 
capitalism in the U.S. The monopoly 
capitalists may use their tools like the 
KKK (which is on the rise again) or 
the American Nazis (which the Sup
reme Court has given its blessing) or 
repeat the Red Summer of 1919 or 
McCarthyism in the 1950's- it may be 
a combination of these, ferocious 
forms of attacks on the masses or new 
forms of terrorism against the people. 
The menace of fascism is increasing 
and we must prepare or we will surely 
suffer. 

*Both George McGovern and Tom 
Hayden have degenerated into agents 
of the bl,,odthirsty designs of imperial
ism against Democratic Kampuchea 
(Cambodia) and are helping prepare 
11u~~~ ,PJ>j[}i9.11 JIU!!f!Jli th~ p.eaceful and 
cfemocrat1c aims anaaspiratiolis ofllie 
people of Kampuchea. 

•, est links in the chain of imperialist slaver:y. wQrld we must st ick to the rule that 
we must be·abte· to take advantage of 

Becaus~ of the amount o( slanders and.at· the antagonismS' and contradictions ex
• attacks agarns_t the correct line on \he national isting among the imperialists. Had we 
•• defense of Zaire against the invasion of the t dh d 1- th·s rule everyone of 

New Tsars, we need to make reference to les· no a ere O 1 , 
sons paid foi in blood by the working class and us would have long ago been strung. up 
oppressed nations and peoples against imperial· by the neck, to the glee of the capital
ism, and use these experiences as a reference ists." (Lenin, Speech De1ivered At A 
in studying the political forces at work in Zaire. Meeting Of Activists Of The Moscow 

Organization Of The R.C.P. (B) Dec. 6, 
The Peoples Republic of China correctly 1920, LCW, Vol 31, 438-9) 

came ou.t in defense of Zai~e against Soviet Revolutionary Marxist-Leninist Lead-
aggression and by pos!t,ve !rid leadin~ ership in Zaire will strengthen the rev-
example tau_ght the working class and op· 0 I u ti On a ry forces and gain necessary 
pressed nations how to make use of con-

1
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1 
t ·1y · th rse of the 

tradictions in the enemy camp to create po ,_t,ca ma uri in e co~ 
favorable conditions for the people's strug- nat1on~I war and democrat!c struggles 
gle in Zaire and throughout the world In and raise the p~oples C?nsc1ousness by 
a document on the significance of the 3 the example 1t set 1n the struggl.e 
worlds theory in working out strategy and against the Soviet invaders today. This 
tactics for revolutionary struggle, K Majal will prepare the conditions in Zaire for 
General Secretary of the CC of the Polish the Proletariat to lead the peoples' rev-
Communist Party pointed out: " In their olutionary struggle and carry it thru to 
struggle to oppose the main danger the the end. But unless we want to be mis-
2 superpowers pose to their interests; to led and go off the path of revolution 
oppose the outbreak of a new imperialist b th t 
world war and to consolidate their save· at every tu'.n, we m_ust remet er a 
reil!llty and political and economic inde· revolution_ 1s made m s~ages. T.he suc-
pendence, the third world countries can ~essful u~,t~d front ~gamst Soviet Soc-
and should make use of the differences 1al Imperialism m Zaire can only point 
among the developed second world coun- out to the Z~ir~an people the n~ed to 
tries, the contradiction between the first completely eliminate all hegemonism m 
and second worlds and the ever growing Zaire (such as remaining U.S. interests) 
and sharpening contradictions between the and help set the stage for the carrying 
two superpowers." (Read Peking Review out o !revolutionary struggle to the 
No. 51, page 19, 1977) end. 

Some people are genuinely confused 
about the nature of the united front and 
national war against the New Tsars in
vasion, . Its revolutionary essence, and 
!he active role the working class and 
its va~guard leaders~ip must play in 
the nalional war against Soviet aggres
sion. Especially because of the his
tory of Mobutu, people get confused 
ab~ut the objective necessity of a 
united front against the Soviet in· 
vasioo, a united front that includes 
Mobutu &co. and all forces that will 
unite against the Soviet Invaders. 
Yet, in reality the fact is that "No 
matter what classes, parties or i~divi • 
duals In an oppressed nation join the 
revolution, and no matter whether they 
themselves are conscious of the point 
or und~rstand it, so !ong as they op
pose 1mperlallsm, therr revolution be· 
comes part of the proletarla n·socia J. 
isl world revolution and they become 
its allie~." (Mao Tsetung, On New 
Democracy, 

Some people think that the struggle 
against Mobutu is principal at this time 
but they do not understand that revol
ution proceeds in stages! The principal 
contradiction in Zaire during the time 

----- , Footnote: Mao "On Tact
ics Against Japanese Imperialism", p. 
16. 

"The advocates of closed-door tact
ics say the forces of the Revolution 
must be pure, absolutely pure, the 
road of the revolution must be str
aight, absolutely straight. Nothing is 
correct except what is literally record
ed in 'The Holy Writ'. The national 
bourgeoisie is entirely and eternally 
counterrevolutionary ... lf we shake 
h?nds with Tsai Ting-Kai we must call 
him a counterrevolutionary at the same 
moment ... lt follows therefore that 
clos~d-doorism is the sole wonder-
'."orkmg magic, while the united front 
1s an opportunist tactic. 

" ... Like every other activity in the 
world, revolution always follows a tor
tuous _road and never a straight one. 
Th,e alignment of forces in the revol
utionary and counterrevolutionary 
camps can change, just as everything 
else m the world changes." 
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REVOLUTIONARY 

MOTION!! 
COUNTRIES WANT INDEPENDENCE 

NATIONS WANT LIBERATION ' 
PEOPLE WANT REVOLUTION! 
NICARAG,UA 

Recent events in Nicaragua have lead 
to an all out civil war with the masses 
of peasants , workers, and students 
fighting against the right wing dictator
ship of Anastasio Somoza Debayle. 

The victoreous seizure of the 
Sandinista National Liberation Front 
of the national palace and over 500 
legislators in return for the release of 
political prisoners, a $½ million ransom 
and a 50% raise for striking hospital 
workers. 

A cross section of Somoza's op· 
ponents led by the S.N.L.F. organized 
a general strike in an attempt to topple 
the obviously weakened Somoza re· 
gime. Armed attacks by the S.N.L.F. 
in 3 major cities ; Esteli, Masaya & 
Chinandega as well as the capital of 
Managua has further intensified the 
struggle. Somoza's imposing martial 
law, nor the possible calling on neigh· 
boring countries under tha Central 
American mutual defense pact will 
sidetrack the Nicaraguan people's strug· 
gle for national independence. 

NORTH & SOUTH YEMEN 

Within 1 week S. Yemen's president· 
- Ali Robaye-was overthrown and N. 
Yemen's president assassinated when a 
bomb carried by a special envoy from 
S. Yemen exploded 2 days after Presi
dent Robaye's ouster 500 troops land· 
ed in Aden, S. Yemen to back up the 
new pro-Soviet government of Ali Nas
ser. This is a clear attempt by S.S.I. to 
consolidate their huge military bases in 
S. Yemen as a base to secure hege
mony of the Red Sea's entrance. The 
middle East and the Red Sea area is an 
important flank of Europe which con
tains the richest deposits of oil and 
natural gas. 

IRAN 

In the face of evergrowing popularly 
supported demonstration Shah Maham· 
med Reza Pahlavi announced in early 
September the establishment of a 
liberalized government headed by 

· Prime Minister Sharif Emami. 
Within hours of the announced re

for ms- 14 political parties sprang up, 
gambling casinos and discos were clos· 
ed and revoked a non-Islamic calendar. 
These were some demands of the larg· 
est political group the Muslim clergy 
who had also demanded the release of 
over 230 priests who had been arrested 
during months of protests. 

These reforms, however did not 
pacify the masses and more anti-Shah 
demonstrations were planned through
out Iran. This forced the Shah to im 
pose martial law and effectively re· 
placed the reform government with the 
Martial Law Administrator, General 
Overissi. Thousands of demonstrators 
were teargassed and hundreds killed as 
the Shah's troops fired into the 
crowds. No amount of repression will 
stop the Iranians masses just demands 
tor democracy. 

CAMP IJAVID AGREHAENT 
The United States, Egypt and Israel 

announced in September that they had 
concluded a mutual agreement describ
ed as a "framework for peace" in the 
Middle East. 

Regardless of the content of this 
agreement, it cannot bring peace. Im· 
perialism remains in the Middle East in 
the presence of the two superpowers, 
the USSR and the US. Therefore, im
perialist contention tor domination of 
the region remains there also, and this 

is the real source of war. 
The aim of the US and Israel in con

c I u ding the agreement is to split the 
unity of the Arab countries in defense 
of their rights, sovereignty and natural 
resources; to isolate the genuine repre· 
sentative of the Pale5Jinian people, the, 
Palestine Liberation Organization 
(PLO) and to exclude their superpower 
riv.al, the USSR, from influence . 
Egypt's aim is to fulfill its just goal of 
rec overing its territories seized by Is· 
rael in the June, 1967 war. 

The US, the USSR, and Israel will 
all fail in their aims. The proposed set· 
tlement is entirely unacceptable to the 
Arab countries in its treatment of the 
crucial questions of Zionist settlements 
on Arab lands, and of the national 
rights and land of the Palestinian pea· 
pie. The Zionists are given five years to 
" negotiate" the status of the West 
Bank and Gaza territories, and Begin 
has categorically rejected any dealings 
with the PLO. 

The Camp David summit has made 
no important break among the Arab 
countries. Since the us· has failed to 
manage this trick, the USSR is now 
taking its turn by attempting to line 
Arab countries up against Egypt. 

President Anwar Sadat's important 
positive achievement is that he has 
forced the US and Israel to recognize 
publicly that sovereignty over the Sinai 
Desert territory belongs legitimately 
and inalienably to Egypt. This import
ant development is bound to bring 
even greater efforts from the countries 
and peoples of the Middle East in the 
struggle to recover all Arab lands 
seized by force and to restore land and 
national rights to the Palestinian pea- · 
pie. 

The unity of interests of the Arab 
countries and people is an objective 
fact of great historical importance. 
Neither the USSR, the US, nor the Is
raeli Zionists can set aside or defeat 
this great unity. 

C. Hua's Balkan Visit 
In August, Comrade Hua Kuo-Ieng, 

Chairman of the Communist Party of 
China (CPC), made-a historic visit to 
Romania, Yugoslavia, and Iran. 

This was the first trip ·abroad by a 
Chairman of the CPC in more than 
twenty years, and the first by Chair
man Hua. It was extremely successful 
in cementing friendly relations between 
China and each of the three countries. 
Throngs of people welcomed Chairman 
Hua on each stop in his itinerary. 

The common theme of the entire 
trip was opposition to the war prepar
ations and hegemonic domination of 
the two superpowers, the Soviet Union 
and the United States. Romania and 
Yugoslavia are recognized as socialist 
countries by the CPC. Both are in the 
geographic backyard of the more ag· 
gressive of the superpowers, the USSR. 
Both, however, maintain a highly inde· 
pendent course in their affairs. The 
tumutuous welcome afforded to Com
rade Hua by !he peoples of these two 
countries proves that the masses see 
thro_ugh the disguises of both hege
monic powers, and highly value their 
independence. 

In Romania, Chairman Hua said, 
"The people of all countries want 
peace. But the stark reality goes 
against the people's desire. Forces that 
once dreamt of founding a giant world 
empire were pulverized long ago by the 
people's iron fists and the present-day 
seekers of world hegemony will come 

Contmuea on pace 7 

In a public relations ploy which got them 
national news coverage, the Nazis demanded 
to march through Skokie, Illinois, a suburb 
of Chicago where many survivors of Hitler's 
Nazi concentration camps live. Whal they 
really wanted, however, was to march through 
Marquette Park in a racially divided communi· 
ty, where they had been provoking antagonism 
among the people for several years. Using 
the cover of "freedom of speech" the bour
geoisie gave both the Nazis, and the KKK 
(who had been trying for several years to· 
get a permit lo march in Florida) the right 
lo march. But then the bourgeoisie went 
one step further-they_ openly used cops 
to defend the Nazis. 2000 antHascist 
demonstrators showed up to chase the 25 
Nazi thugs out of the park. The Nazis 
shouted such trash as 'Do you want us to 
put you in the ovens? We will. First 
of all you marched the niggers into our 
neighborhood. We say one more time, all you 
Jews are going lo get it'; and to the largely 
black counter-<lemonstrators\'we should Pill 
very one of these creatures in the gas 
hambers where they belong'. Of course, the 

POLICE ARRESTED THE ANTl·FAS· 
CIST DEMONSTRATORS. 

Another case showing how the bour· 
geoisie aids and supports fascist organ· 
izations while pretending to oppose them 
is that of the FBI informer Gary Thomas 
Rowe. During the civil rights period the FBI 
pretended that ii was 'evenhandedly' invest
igating both the KKK and the 'radical 
agitators' of the civil rights movement. 
Bui what was their star agent (a t.v. movie 
has been made about lhis"hero's" lifel 
and he was pictured on the cover of mai~r 
news. magazines. He ambushed and murdered 
civi I rights people in cars; he was beating 
and terrorizing civil rights workers. And 
in 1963 he participated in the Birming
ham bombing which killed four black girls in a 
church! And what did the FBI do? They 
not only covered u·p these facts, but payed 
him to do them! In fact, we know now that 
the FBI , when asked for protection by 
civi I rights workers in the 60's was passing 
this information on to the KKK to set them up 
for terrorists attacks. 

What about "freedom of speech"? Does 
someone who calls for the genocide of 
millions of people deserve any freedom? 
Freedom of speech is just a false issue 
created by the bourgeoisie- as they well 
know, freedom of speech only exists in the 
concrete, In the control of the mass media, 
,n the abi lily to get out information to the 
people. As long as the bourgeoisie 
control the media they call for freedom of 
speech because they're the ONLY ONES 
who have it. They can even push fascism 
by pretending to be opposed to it as they 
did with the Nazis in Chicago··for they're 
the ones who decided to give the Nazis 
repeated nation wide coverage on T.V., 
radio, newspapers, and magazines! 
There has never been any rea t freedom of 
speech in this country except for the ruling 
class. Malcolm X got murdered for exer· 
cising his "freedom of speech" and H. Rap 
Brown was jailed; workers at the J.P. Stevens 
Plant in the south get fifed or beaten by 
fascists goons for exercising their 
"freedom of speech". While the fascists 
got nationwide coverage, the anti-fascists 
had to rely on leaflets to expose the fascists 
and fascism; while the fascists had police 
protection, the anti-fascists got arrested. 

What really needs to be understood is 
the relationship between such fascist orpni· 
zations as the Nazis, the KKK, the Natio· 
nal Caucus of Labor Committees (which, 
ve much like the German Nazis who called 

themselves "National Socialists", pretends 
lo be pro-working class), the Minutemen, and 
fake "religious" groups like the Moonies 
on one hand; and the move further to the 
right of the U.S. bourgeoisie, the major 
fascists, on the other. 

Fascism refers to the system of govern· 
ment which is the last refuge of the bourgeois 
ruling class in its attempt to defeat the revo· 
lutionary working class movement. The 
primary characteristic of fascism is the 
imposition of an absolute military and police 
dictatorship over the masses of people, and 
the removal of all democratic rights that 
have been gained over years of struggle by 
the working class under bourgeois demo· 
cracy. While the bourgeoisie controls the 
state under both fascism and bourgeois 
democracy, under the latter the stick of 
fascism is deceptively hidden by the carrot 
of "democratic reforms" and certain demo· 
cratic rights. 

Georgi Dimitroff states, in THE UNITED 
FRONT: THE STRUGGLE AGAINST WAR 
AND FASCISM, the basic Marxist-Leninist 
line on the peoples struggle vs fascism, 
which should be read bv evervone. "Fascism 

Georgi Dimitroff states in THE 
UNITED FRONT: THE STRUGGLE 
AGAINST WAR AND FASCISM, the 
basic Marxist-Leninist line on the peo
ples struggle vs fascism, which should 
be read by everyone: "Fascism is a 
most ferocious attack by capital on the 
mass of working people; fascism is un
bridled chauvinism and annexationist 
(i.e . imperialist) war; fascism is rabid 
reaction and counter-revolution; fas· 
cism is the most vicious enemy of the 
working class and of all working peo
ple!" (p. 15) 

In order to cover up the fact that 
they are the real power behind fascism, 
the bourgeoisie falsifies history and 
offers various theories about the ori
gins of fascism. For example, they try 
to explain the rise of Hitler in Ger
many as an ACCIDENT of history due 

liat/~ac\i)~e~u~~ :;e t~~re,!);trs~~~o~~f 
ional character", when in fact Hitler 
was supported by the monopoly capi
talists . They needed to completely 
wipe out the German communist and 
working class movement, physically by 
sending all communists and their 
sympat hizers to the concentration 
camps, and to divide the working class 
through the doctrine of racism and 
national chauvinism. They did this in 
order to prepare themselves to wage 
wars of aggression against the other 
nations. 

Today the Soviet Union already has 
established a bourgeois dictatorship of 
the Hitler type and the U.S. bourgeoi
sie is doing everything it can to pre· 
pare itself in the same way. On the 
one hand they secretly support the 
neo-fascist groups while stating in the 
bourgeois press that they abhor fascism 
and are doing everything they can to 
avoid it. On the other hand they are 
preparing themselves to institute real 
fascism by tightening their control of 
the state- the police, CIA, FBI, courts, 
jails and armed forces. History won't 
repeat itself; and nurtured sickies like 
the American Nazi party are not the 
ones who will come to power under 
fascism. It will more likely be a more 
direct representative of the right wing 
of the bourgeoisie like Ronald Reagan 
or one of his cohorts who will lead a 

(tool. 011 p.5) 
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LEFT BLOCISM IS ACCEPTANCE OF CAPITALIST OPPRESSION! 
In the course of building revolution- ( Reprint from Australian Communist #g4 l 

ary organisation in Australia we have 
amassed some experience of left bloc
ism. One of the first things that can be 
said about it is that the writing of arti
cles about it has never served to prop
erly dispose of the problem. Neverthe
less, the summing up of experiences is 
an i_m po r tant part of the process of 
gett1 ng to know a thing, and this is 
also true of left blocism. 

The existence and influence of capi
talist ideology is all-per1tading. It exists 
in and influences Communists and the 
Communist Party. It manifests itself in 
different ways and in different condi
tions. As was said in a previous article, 
"the human brain is the highest form 
of organisation of matter but it exists 
in a social environment." 

That environment at the present 
time is the environment· of capitalism, 
of classes and class society in the con
text of which the masses of the people 

How is left blocism an acceptance of 
the oppression of capitalism? It is an 
acceptance of the oppression of capitalism 
because it is a failure to lake a stand 
against the obstacles created by capitalism 
to a truly mass style of work, it is a with
drawal from struggle against obstacles 
in favour of the comfort of the small group 
of like-minded people who are divorced 
from mass work and from the obstacles to it. 

What are obstacles to mass work under 
capitalism? They are basically two-fold: 
physical and ideological. Physical obsta
cles exist in the standing army, the police, 
courts, jails, reactionary thugs etc. They 
constitute violence and the threat of vio
lence. Our experience of them is still 
rather small in Australia--it is not a daily 
phenomenon to be accosted by police, to 
be beaten or shot at. Nevertheless, we 
have had experience of them and will have 
much more of it in the future. 

are exploited and oppressed. It is an The ideological obstacles to mass work 
environment' of struggle and counter·· at the present time the more numerous, the 
struggle, of the people's struggle to .more widespread. They are a daily, an 
seize state pwer and end capitalism, 
and of the capitalists' struggle to retain 
state power and prolong its life in the 
face of the ever-intensifying struggles 
of the people. Even under socialism 
there are still classes and class struggle. 
Even after the abolition of classes 
there will still be social contradictions. 

Under capitalism, capitalist ideas play 
their part in shaping the world outlook of 
the given Communist and even of the 
Communist Party. This is a necessary 
parl of lhe social existence of Communists 
and of Communist Parties. It is not and 
cannot be the decisive factor in determin
ing the outcome of the struggle between 
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, but it 
can be a decisive factor in determining 
lhe approach of individual Communist 
Parties to that struggle. 

One of the manifestations of the existence 
and influence of capitalist ideology upon a 
Communist or Communists is lhe left bloc. 
Certainly capitalism seeks lo reconcile !he 
oppressed with !heir oppression. This is 
as true of those who recognise that oppres
sion as it is of those who do not yet recog
nise it or who only half recognise it, feel 
it, sense it. Left blocism is precisely such 
a reconciliation with capitalism, an accep
tance of its oppression on the part of 
those who "recognise" its oppression and 
who " struggle" against it. 

hourly phenomenon. The ability of Commu_n· 
ists to cope with them varies, but they exist 
as obstacles for all Communists, and all 
Communists have some degree of difficulty 
with them. An example of such an obstacle 
is the experience of finding that one's pre
sentation of an advanced idea is rejected -
with varying degrees of intensity :--by _the 
person or people with whom one 1s trying 
to do mass work. Often this is the fault of 
the presentation. Whatever the reason it is 
an unpleasant experience, whether in the 
course of casual conversation or of the 
handing out of leaflets etc. More examples 
could be cited, but this one serves to 
illustrate the point. 

The reaction of the given Communist 
to the various obstacles to mass work can 
be two-fold. It can lead either to a sell· 
examination as the basis of a strengthen· 
ing of resolve, or it can lead to feelings of 
failure and of contempt for the masses, both 
of which represent a weakening of resolve. 
Where there is a weakening of resolve there 
is the temptation to withdraw into small· 
group security, into that close and comfor-

table circle of friends ~ho are less l!kely 
to challenge one's cherished assu.mpt1ons, 
or if a challenge is ma_d~, .to do 1t in an 
academic, pedantic: phi llstine. way where 
both sides can easily score points !"rough 
debate. The intellectuals are. particularly 
susceptible to this sort of thing as they 
are not forced through daily, hourly parti
cipation in socialised prod_uction. to asso
ciate wlth people of various ideas and 
philosophies. Intellectuals are mainly 
responsible for left bloc houses, left 
bloc pubs etc. But it can also infect the 
workers and working people - the group 
of advanced workers always sitting to
gether during lunch breaks, or the handful 
of "politically interested" teachers always 
sitting and talking together in the staff 
room. Political work becomes the frenzied 
attendance at meetings and the attempt 
to get onto committees of all sorts. Phrase
mongering and nitpicking becomes the 
hallmark of the work of such people. They 
do not understand, or forget, that revolu
tionary work for the most part is not 
work that leads one into the limelight, 
that enables one to always be at the 
forefront of things. (Sometimes, of course, 
revolutionary work does lead to these 
things, but they are accepted with humi
lity and for the pur,po~e o! serving the 
people. Th'ty ar~: ,the el('cip1ion rathe( 
than the 'rule.) ' '• :: . : '': ·' ~ : .. • ~ 

• fac)ionalism ~is ' ihe ,l~gicar'.extensiort 
of left bloc1sm, of 'acc'epting~t~e~oostacles' 
and oppression of cap'itali'sln. by--r,ith
drawing lrom \hem; of rejec11ng mass· work 
for close-circle phraseinon~eriri~,' - 'Diffe
rences of opinion apeear. within the left 
bloc (which despite' '' ifs'' own' 'Sell-pro
claimed purity cannot escape the inevit
able division of one into two), anH those 
of one opinion retreat to ' the con\fdrt of 
their particular faction (whele their ideas 
won't be challenged), whilst those of 
the other opinion do likewise. Or there 
is the inevitable clash between Marxism
Leninism and the politics of the lefl 
bloc, with the latter operatlng as a 
faction within and against the Party, 
or within and against a mass organisation 
or organisations. The matter is nearly 
always resolved in time, but as a general 
problem it always remains, is always 
present as a problem. 

The human brain, to repeat an earlier 
point, exists in a social environment. 
It is this fact which gives rise in class 

cont. on page 11 

-···························-···········--····-······ Bourgeoisie's lies will never hide the truth 
-······· ······················-····················· 
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MULTI-NATIONAL 
WORKING CLASS IS THE VANGUARD! 

CapitaliSf!1-Cannot. Be Saved-!~ 
Day by day it becomes clearer and 

clearer that capitalism is coming to an 
end . Capitalism (wage slavery) is a 
wornout social system. It brings no
thing but pain and suffering for the 
working masses. It has served its his
torical purpose. The U.S. economy is 
in deep crisis, and the ruling class plans 
to save this country have failed one 
after another. And the only thing that 
any honest commetators must agree 
on, is that the capitalist class cannot 
lead us out of this economic and pol
itical crisis that threatens the future of 
WO rking masses in the u .S. Onlr the 
working class can lead us out o this 
crisis, and the only way out is socialist 
revolution. 

In this situation, the capitalist class 
concentrates a lot of energy and 
money and propaganda presenting the class. The other classes decay and final-
working people as if we were dirt, as if ly disappear in the face of modern in-
we were stop id, slow and backward. dustry; the proletariat is its special and 
But fn reality, the U.S. working class is essential product." (THE COMMUNIST 
the greatest class in the U.S. society, MANIFESTO, pg 44) 
the gr,eatest class in U.S. history, and " The great historic merit of Marx 
the leadln 'g class in making social and Engels consists in the fact that 
change in the U.S. they indicated to the proletarians of all 

The working class is the leading class the countries their role, their mission, 
~nd the main fbrce in making revolut- to be the first to rise in the revolution-
ion 1n the U.S. The working class is ary struggle against capital, rally a-
the most disciplined, or~anized cohe- round themselves in this struggle all 
sive class, because it is directly 'attach- the working people and the oppress-
ed to the most advanced means of pro- ed." (V.I. Lenin, KARL MARX) 
duction. Because it is subjected to cap- No wonder the capitalist class and 
italist exploitation, our class has been its bourgeois agents inside the workers 
placed in a special and favorable posi- movement, the labor aristocracy and 
lion as far as liberation is concerned. che revisionists are working overtime to 
The great founders of Marxism, Karl put out the fire of class struggle and 
Marx and Frederick Engels, 130 years political consciousness among the 
ago pointed out, "Of all the classes workers. No wonder they must slander 
that stand face to face with the bour- the working class and its historic mis-
geoisie (the capitalist class) today, the sion at every turn! Each day with the 
proletariat (the industrial working rising layoffs, the shutdowns, the fi-
class) ii one is a really revolutionary nancial crisis, inflation, the budget cuts 

·~*' ·::s::s ·-1-.-~~"-~ 

ti&t ~:;:;;~, 1ll.:•M ("'::~ 

STICK EM UP, WORLD! 

Capitalism is Gani:~teri~m 

.•....................... 
The profit motive Is what makes the 

capitalist system go. It's the bour
geoisie 's insatiable thirst for profits 
that has dragged u.~ into this crisis 
~~~.'!I~ ~h.~.c~~e: .t~~t .c:~; .b;t.o~e~ • • 

Fascism /Nazism 
cont. from page 3 

fascist _government against the people. 
But these fascist groups of secret 

police, agent provacateurs, sick goons, 
thugs, and murderers have two impor
tant roles to play for the bourgeoisie; 
1) they are used to terrorize working 
class communities '"d those of the 
oppressed nationalities and t~ kill off 

our I ea d er ship while the bourgeoisie 
pay their bills and give them police 
protection, and 2) by pretending to 
oppose such fascist perverts the bour
geoisie can prepare the legal framework 
under the banner of law and order and 
the military power of the police and 
army through such devices as the 
SWAT squads to institute real fascism 
under their own direct control. 

They also try to cover their tracks 
by pretending that fascism is purely a 
racist phenomenon. It is important to 
understand that this is not the case. In 
Chile there is a clear example of a fas
cist dictatorship of the bourgeoisie 
over the working class where racism 
doesn't play a part; and in Ethiopia 
the fascist junta oppresses both the 
Eritrean and the Ethiopian peoples, all 
of whom are the same race. But if it 
can, the bourgeoisie instigates the most 
violent forms of racism under fascism 
to divide the working class, to terrorize 
it, and to keep it from organizing a 
solid united front against fascism. Di
m It ro ff states concerning the rise of 
fascism in the thirties that: "Fascism 
was able to come to power primarily 
because the working class, owing to 
the policy of class collaboration with 
the bourgeoisie pursued by the Social-
Democratic leaders, proved to be split, 
politically and organizationally disarm
ed, in face of the onslaught of the 
bourgeoisie:: (p. 19). In the case of 
the U.S., today resistance to fascism is 
developing much less strongly than it 
should, due primarily to the policy of 
class collaboration initiated by the de
generate CPUSA, and other social 
democrats like the trade union beau
crats. Thus our only real defense 
against fascism in the U.S. is to build a 
new, anti-revisionist communist party, 
which is truly multinational in charact
er, and which can unite all sectors of 
the U.S. peoples in an anti-imperialist, 
and anti-fascist united front. 

and the cutback in public education 
and other vital social services for work
ing and oppressed people, we see that 
the capitalist class is unfit, as Marx 
said, to be the ruling class in society, 
and to impose its conditions of exist
ence (these periodic crises) upon soci
ety as an overriding law. It is unlit to 
rule because it cannot even guarantee a 
decent life for the wage slave under 
wage slavery, as the workers sink deep
er and deeper into the crisis and prices 
get farther and farther out of reach. 

But the working class is the new 
social force created by capitalism to be 
the gravedigger of capitalism and put 
capitalism in the garbage can of history 
next to slave ry and feudalism. The 
working class, led by its vanguard pol
itical party, is the bearer of the new 
socialist society. It is the only class 
that can lead the way to a new life for 
us all; that can lead the way out with 
socialist revolution. The working class 
has many allies in this struggle-the op-

pressed nationalities (Afro-Americans, 
Puerto Ricans, Chicanos, Asian-Ameri
cans, Indians), women, small farmers, 
and the urban petty bourgeoisie. Based 
on this alliance, the working class will 
rally the great majority of American 
people to destroy t~is filthy capitalist 
system and its dictatorship by the 
handful of moneybags (the capitalists). 

Until the working class becomes 
consc ;ous of this historic mission, it 
will remain a class for others, especial
ly the wage slaves of the capitalist 
class. We must become a class for our
selves. And this is why we need a new 
political party, a revolutionary van
guard party to lead us through the 
twists and turns of the class struggle to 
victory over all our enemies. The kind 
of party we must have, to lead and 
teach the working class, is a new type 
of party, the first party that is dedica
ted to serve the interests of the vast 
majority of people and not a small 
handful of exploiters-the party we're 
talking about is a Revolutionary Marx
ist- Le ni ni st Communist Party, the 
party of the working class. It is the 
party that will be comrosed of the 
best sons and daughters o the working 
class. This party will possess the sci
ence of revolution, Marxism-Leninism-
Mao Tsetung Thought, which is the 
best of all weapons to defeat the 
bloody beast, monopoly capitalism. 

The enemy will make a thousand 
films and TV shows (F.1.S.T., Blue 
Collar, LaVerne & Shirley) to slander 
us, but without a doubt, the working 
class is the greatest and the most revol
utionary class in world history. It will 
liberate the American people from the 
hell of capitalism. 
1 fake 
the 
,~nd 

Tax Revolt/Bakke Case- conl 1rom page1 

care centers and public services (most 
notably welfare) wi II all suffer at least 
a 10% cutback, A S5 billion State surplus 
will somewhat forestall the total ef
fects of these budget cuts until the '7:i 
budget year in all these areas, with the 
big exception of Layoffs of city and State 
workers. 

Proposition 13- the Jarvis Amendment
directly benefits California large property 
owners, Who are these owners who suffer 
such undue tax burdens ??? According to 
a New York Times article datelined June 13, 
lhe largest beneficiaries are as follows: 
United Airlines - S3 million saved in pro
perty taxes; IBM - S6 million; Standard Oi I 
of California· S13.l million; Lockheed· $9,5 
million; Pacific Telephone and Telegraph • 
$130.2 million; Southern California Edison 
Co. - S53.8 million; Pacific Gas and Elec
tric - S90,6 million; Southern Pacific 
Pipeline - S2.7 million. of the total P bil
lion estimated to be "saved" in property 
taxes • businesses and landlords account 
for almost $4 billion openly. We have not 
researched the hidden holdings yet. 

Genuine tax cuts and reforms would 
surely ease the burden of the working 
masses faced by ever increasing inllation 
and tax increases but 'Proposition 13' 
type "reforms" are like fool's gold, The 
way capitalism has it worked out, what 
the small California property owner 
might gain by Proposition 13 is lost to 
Federal taxes by eliminating property taxes 
as a deduction. Proposition 13 not only 
benefits the very wealthy, but is a cover 
to further shift the US economic crisis 
(runaway unemployment, inflation, deval
uation of the US dollar on the world market, 
balance of trade deficit, loss of inter
national superexploited markets due to 
defeats in just liberation struggles, etc, ) 
onto the backs of the workers and the 
ooor, The masses cannot struale effect· 
ively for meaningful economic or political 

reforms until they understand " ... to 
discover the INTERESTS of some class 
or other behind all moral, religious, political 
and social phrases, declarations and 
promises." (Lenin) 

BAKKE DECISION 

In a 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court 
ruled in favor of admitting Alan Bakke into 
the Univ, of Cal. at Davis medical school 
based on the charge that he was discri
minated against because of color, Al 
the same time, the courts supposedly upheld 
affirmative action programs which take into 
account racial factors as long as " .. ,it 
acts not to demean or insult racial groups 
but to remedy disadvantages cast on 
minorities by past racial prejudice .. ," 
Race can be considered as a FACTOR if 
it doesn't "insulate " the individual from 
comparison with other candidates, Another 
aspect of the decision stated that "an 
institution itself free of any taint of past 
discrimination is not obligated to have an 
affirmative action program," 

The Supreme Court has actually surged 
to the right. In supporting Bakke, the 
courts attack the democratic rights of 
minorities to have special programs that 
are designed to make up for past oppres
sion. The decision also allows the schools 
freer individual discretion in deciding 
similar cases. Based on past history, even 
with affirmative action programs, the 

· discretion of schools has attacked minority 
programs: whether admissions, special 
studies, scholarships, etc, The only way 
blacks, women, and oppressed minorities 
can have consistent democracy is with 
socialism under the dictatorship of the 
proletariat. This will come based on 

' peoples' struggle to defeat this 011pressive 
system of monopoly capitalism, smash it, 
and put it in the garbage can of history 
next to slavery and serfdom, 
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SELF-DETERMINATION FOR THE AFRO· AMERICAN NATION IN T E BLAC - BELT SOUTH 
~;:;rs;~~rd~~:lydua~f:de~cy fn~ rf~ate to But these jobs were, and are, the worst The first black congressman from the jobs to medium or low-payine jobs.'' (ECO· 

RCL's POSITION ON 

AFRO· ArtERICAN 
Crumbs For A Few, Bui No lnteoalion 

Bulat the end of the 60's, whal had been 
consolidated is a somewhat larger petty 
bour,eoisie and a new set of compradors 
lo take advantage of the black market and 
at the same time "allow black leadership" 
politically and economically. It was 
essentially a proeram of neo-colonialism, 
euctly like what was imPoSed on Africa 
and the West Indies and the Jest of the 
Third Wcrld. "The ir>direct role of imperi
alism, by means of native agents," as 
Cabral pointed out. All talk of black 
people moving into the create, society, 
"the l'talsociely" not being borne out 
by any stalisti.;s. As a mailer ol fact, 
in 1971 lhete was a S3700 gap between 
Black and While families income mem1red 
against only a S2700 pp in 1947! In 
1971, 1/3, 32%, or lout of 3 blacks were 
still below the poverty guideline ($4137 
annum), about 7.7 million. And evefl 
though there was some expansion to thE 
black petty bourgeoisie, a black college 
graduate alter 4 years of college coold 
slill only make an avera,e of S8,669 as 
opposed to $8,829, a white hiOI school 
graduate could expect. Still only 6.31' 
of the black population finishes college-
only 5-4% complete high school! 

Higjt School 

Black 54~ 
While 81\ 

Go to College 

lo 10\ 
lo 17\ 

Finish 

to 6S 
lo ll S 

The quality of separateness and distance 
still are consistent; and in lhe Black 
Belt itself, even more blatantly so, the 
look ol an oppressed nation, oppressed 
by imperialism. The Black 6elt voter 
registration is 29.6, of the whole South 
50\, Avera,e income ol whites in lhf 
North is $8937, of blacks ,s S5360, ol 
whiles in the South is $7963, of black! 
in the Sooth is S4283. But combined 
black and whites in the Black Belt have 
an average income of Sl,846! (The bo1dei 
areas about $4340.) 

Union membership of blacks in the 
Black Bell is 14.2 as opposed lo 24.0 
in the rest of the South and 27\ in the 
U.S. as a whole. Whal is evident is that 
the Black Belt Sooth as Haywood and 
the C.I. in 1928 and the CPUSA pointed 
out is the seal of the Niltional Opp,ession 
ot black people in !ht U.S. And ii remains 
sotodaydespilearapidindustrialization 
in !he last 30 years. "Between 1940·56, 
the number of factories bipled from 11,000 
lo 33,000. Between 1935 and 1955, the 
number of employees in manulacluring 
Increased 86% for the U.S. as a whole, 
1271, horn 1.5 to 3.4 million workers, in 
lhe Sooth." (Haywood, For A Revolu· 
tionary Position On the Negro Queslion.) 
By 1969 there were 7,631,354 manufactu
rint wor1ms in the South. But Haywood 
adds, " Bui the harsh facts are that the 
kind of industrialization based upon war 
econt1111y and runaway shops is not leadint 
to the all-around industrialization of that 
area." llislhelocusolnationaloppres
sion, the actual oppression of lheblack 
nation which casts its shadows, a sha
dow ot steel, pulling all life ol the 
oppressed black nationality wherever it 
is in the U.S.; and the white workers too, 
anchored to the oppression and decrada
tion of blacks in the Black Belt, which 
lheimperialistsuselodepressthequalily 
ol tile ol the whole multinational working 
class. The runaway shops always run to 
the Black Bell, unless now they to to 
Sooth Alriea Of Taiwan or South Korea. 
The Olettoes themselves no more than 
displaced Black Belts with the same rela· 
tionship lo those cities, as the Black Belt 
h.as to the U.S. nation. 

Following any statistic.al data, not seek
int to lie with figures, it is usy lo see 
that essentially for the oeat masses of 
btadi:peoplethefehas~nnorelalive 
chance with reprd to d1stanu lrom the 
U.S. nation's economic norm in the las! 
35 years. The dollv pp has actually 
rotten broader. All classtS within the 
bladnatioo,boll',eoisie,pettybour,eoisie, 

workini class, peuift (farp:ier) and lumpen, 
have only an absolute relationship, as 
those classes, only within the cootexl of 
theblacknationandoppressednationalily. 
The black national bourgeoisie is the 
black bourgeoisie only because ol the 
black nation ind the market ol the oppressed 
nationality. 

The black bourgeoisie is an authentic 
bourceoisie, in lhe scientific defini!i~n 
or that term. Thal is, the black bourgeo1s1e 
exislsasaclassbecauseofitsrelatioo
ship to the means ol production, i.e., it 
owns the means of production and exploits. 
labor. Butilexistsasabourgeo isieonly 
because of the black n.ation, lhat was and 
is its market: tho!relore, its inclusion in 
lhe U.S. bourgeoisie is problemmatical. 
Certainly, in terms of the magnitude of 

the U.S. bourgeoisie's ownership and 
accumulation, the black bourgeoisie is 
marginal. (The black business in the U.S. 
represents .6 of 1% of all business, See 
Appendix). "Economically, the Negro 
upper and middle classes are essentially 
a marginal bourgeoisie, restricted to the 
\ellovers ol the dominant white ruling 
class; they are a class of small entre· 
preneurs." (Negro Liberation, Haywood, 
pp.194.195.) 

What is necessary is an in-Oeplh class 
analysis of the black nation in the Black 
Belt, and of the black oppressed natioo· 
ali\y in the U.S. nation, and how lhe black 
nationclassstructurerelatestothebtack 
nationality outside the Black Bell (Since part 
ol the black market of the black bourgeoisie 
resides outside the Black Bell as welt, 
and some ol the labor it exploits does too.) 
Haywood says about the black nation, 
"For example with regard to common econom· 
ic life, lhereexistsclass dilferenliation. 
There is an industrial proletariat, a class 
of farmers. There is an intelligentsia, or,. 
educated stratum, of the middle class.' 
(For A revolutionary Position On The 
National Question, Harry Haywood, p, 23.) 
In other words, all classes essential to 
modern social development exist in the 
Black Bell area. The development of all 
these classes is arlilicially retarded by 
American monopoly capitalism and its 
Bourbon cohorts. All classes suffer lrom 
ferocious racist-flalional oppression, and 
the people as a whole, lind their interests 
running counter to this stilling Jim Crow. 

"There is a Negro upper class or bour
geoisie, livine In both urban and 1ural com
munities, striving as do all bourgeois class
es for the exfension of its mar'kets. Its most 
influential secment resides in the cities, 
1

· "ooint mainly in the fields of Insur-
small-scale llankine, real estate, 

•kin& and other services for the Ne-

ero community There is also a sprinkling 
ol well-to-do Neero farm owner~ 1" the r~
ral areas. This Negro boureeome has its 
ideologists in the educated middle classe~, 
stJiving for the modern development ol Uieir 
people. There is the thin stratum ol profes
sional people, includin& doctors, lawyers, 
teachers, ministers (the lar1est group), and 
social workers.'' (NEGRO LIBERATION, 
Harry Haywood, pp. 145-146) 

"The Negro workers want modem condi
tions of labor; the sharecroppers, poor far
mers, and plantation hands want land and 
freedom from the yoke of peonage; the town 

:~dn~le eqcul:rs~~port~~tY. in ~J~,~~:fu:~~ 
professions." (Negro Liberation, Haywood, 
p.146 .) 

" The character of the oppression of the 
Negro people in no sense differs from that 
ol colonial peoples. The economy of the 
region is not controlled by the Negro 
capitalists. Its immediate direction is in 
the hands of white local capitalists and 
landlords, who act as the outpost command 
for the real rulers.the financial dynasty 

:~ r:J'.t~eae~~JN:::~ ~i!3:!i3~~:·i~3JEt~i 
LIBERATION, "Among the Negro people 
ofthearea,thereexistallclassgroupings 
peculiar lo capitalism, which historically 
provided the basis for the emercence of 
modern nations. Not only do Negroes work 
aslaborersinthecottonandtobaccolields· 
th,ey work also in lhe coal mines, steel 
mills, saw and planine mills, giMing and 
cottonseed oil mills, in furniture, turpentine 

relinin1, in processing. of tobacco, in 
chemical industries ~nd rn pulp and paper, 
inlongshoreandloggrng,onrallroads,etc." 
(Negro Liberation, Haywood, p. 145.) The 
relationship of the class structure of the 
black nation in the Black Belt and the 
inclusion of the black oppressed nation
ality in the U.S. class structure is impor
tant, t,,;.;ause the national oppression of 
blacks lollows them via racism wherever 
they go in North America outside the 
1Black Belt homeland. This racism allows 
the black bourgeoisie's market to cohere 
thoosands of miles outside the Black 
Bell, to a certain extent. II depressed 
the black nationality economically to the 
point where it is a marginal, almost sepa
rate labor foru. The marginal characler 
exists amont all classes of the black 
nation and oppressed nationality in corres
ponding relationship to the whole of the class 
structure ol the U.S.A. This has resulted 
in a marginal black bourgeoisie, a marginal 
petty bou1geoisie, as well as the marginal 
character ol lhe black sector of the working 
class. Bruce 'Hartford in his study of class 
structure of U.S.A. says that 4\ of U.S. 
petty bourgeois are "thhd world" (2.3% 
blaek); but he alsO gives as a definition 
of petty boorgeoi'sie, "What separates these 
members of the petty bourgeoisie from the 
working class is thatJhey are. not exploited. 
Thal is, the wealth returned to them as 
sit 
salary isequalorgreaterthan the value 
ofthewealthorservicelheycreate (if any).'' 
He defines their salary as from about S50,000 
lo $200,000 and also says, "the number of 
third world people can probably be counted 
on yoor lingers.'' 11 is also, we know, a 
power relationship that is being defined by 
the term; and the separation between blacks 
and whites should be obvious. We know 
thattheblackpettybourgeoisieisexploited, 
nevertheless, and the same education -and 
performances in the same job still brings 
$1200 lower salary. The black pe~ly bour
geoisie is exploited economically in abso
lute terms. The racism that is one form and 
the maintainer of black national oppression 
throuO,outtheoppressednationality isan 
addedtorturetotheblackpettybourgeois 
as well. And even the black boureeOisie 
suffer national oppression, a national 
oppresssion that made them the leader of the 
Blacii: Liberation Movement in the last part 
olthe19thcenturyandearly20lhcentury. 
That lilted them to a leadership of the 
movement in the early 50's because of 
the traitorous activities of the CPUSA in 
disillusioning and disorienting black wo.rk· 
ing class leadership that had arose usmg 
the CPUSA as its vanguard in the 20's and 
30's and early 40's. This is one reason 
why we cannot take a static,. dog~tic 
position, which would be ~n~1alecllcal, 
on the nattOflal black bourgeoisie. We do 
not lhink they are totally comprador, as 
the Black Workers Congress and Communist 
Labor Party assert. Quite the contrary, 
they have shown in the past a tendency to 
struulewhentheir interests were threatened 
but an instability and tendency to compromise 
related to that class.. But certainly we must 
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cent ol black bourieoisie ~/r: .an e rr· there are lo find. The jobs no one else South since 1901 was elected in 1974! NOMICS OF RACISM, Perlo.) 

see chart, p. 16.) ic IS compra or, ;r':!rti~·. le~~f:r~.~srx fei~;~I:~~·~~ io m~~~r!i~f ~e=~~! 0~Je:e ~::1:~:~ But this motion of reform and inclusion 

Th~ black petty bourgeoisie tend to break 
down into three tend:ncies--like everything 
else--~dvanced, middle and reactionary. 
There 1s an ur~n. progres~ive tendency to 
the petty boureeo1s1e; there 1salsoa compra
dor aspect. There are generally those that 
relate to the proletariat (usually the lower 
strata of thepettybourgeoisie) andthose 
that serve the bourgeoisie. We must unite 
and struggle with the black petty bourgeoisie 
accordingly. 

The black proletariat inhabits the bottom 
of the labor market, is at the bottom of the 
whole proletariat. The multinational work· 
ing class is not divided vertically; ltis 
divided horizontally, with blacks and other 
third world people at the very bottom. The 
national consciousness of the black nat
ion is in the main anti-imperialist as the 
majority of U.S. workers. There is a small 
sector of the U.S. workint class whose 
consciousness is shaped to some extent 

~~;r ~!~itaTi~e o~
0
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of third world peoples inside the U.S.A. 
II is a consciousness shaped by the petty 
bourgeois politicians, trade union whores 
and revisionists. ll is a consciousness 
shaped by chauvinism. The black. nation 
and oppressed nationality; on the other 
hand, though having a small bribed sector 
and receiving some small concessions are 
largely ruled by· repression and terror! 
0 The third world labor market is basically 
limited to the bottom sector ol the prole
tariat, a small number of third world men 
in the middle sectorl and a small number 
of third world women in the office sector.'' 
ti is a "separate and unequal job market, 
with the overwhelming bulk of them in 
the lowest paid, dirtiest, most menial and 
oppressive jobs.'' (Hartford, Jordan Hill, 
CLASS ANALYSIS, p. 44.) 

" Ninety three percent of proletarian 
women are in the lowest paid most oppres· 
sive sectors." ... Most black workers are 
marginal and manulacturing workers, 43~ 
are industrial proletariat. Ninety-si1 
per cent of the total black population in 
the U.S. are in the working class. Most 
black workers are operators (operatives),. 
i.e., assembly line workers, checkers, 
cutters, pressers, garage workers and gas 
station attendants, laundry workers, 
bulchers, miners, packers, metal workers 
(punch press, welding, grindin1, lathe, 
millin&:), sailors, sewers, textile workers, 
machine operators, equipment operators, 
drivers (category of transport operatives). 
" Operatives are the mass base ol Amer~ 
ica's industrial system. More than any 
other group, these workers are trained by 
their work in!o patterns ol cooperation, 
unity and interdependence ... work in giant 
industrial plants employing thousands. 
Most operatives are not unionized; only 
1/3 are unionized. Most or the black 
membership in unions is from this sector 
of the proletariat. The majority ol these 
in steel, auto, appliances, chemical, 
rubber, electrical, lood processint, assem· 
bly lines." II is Hartford's opinion that 
"as an occupation cateeory, operalhes 
will play the most important role in class 
struule.". (ibid, p. 33). 

of the work increases, the wage decreases. represent over 20.000.000. Most nf the ol blacks at while collar and selected 
Nay more, in proportion as the use of present 16 members hne all been elected job levels, included with the electoral 
machinery and div[sion ol labor increases, since 1969, half since 19H! The total movement occasioned by the legal and 
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working . hours,. by . rncreases .of work for Political Studies, represents a 196~ only the mosl extreme terrorist inspired 
exacted m a given time, or by increased increase in the number ... since 1969. How- public segregation and discrimination laws 
speed of the machinery." (COMMUNIST ever, black people, who are 111 of the U.S. of the counter-revolution that formally 
MANIFESTO). population, "continue to account for less halted lhe march to bourgeois democracy 

As far as the political relationship 
of blacks to the U.S. nation, the national 
representation tells the story. We are 
speakine ol the depee to which blacks 
have been assimilated into ttie U.S. 
nation by the productive forces, which we 
deny and state flatly is a revisiooist 
and reformist conception worthy of Browder 
and Lovestone. For instance the only 
lime blacks have been in the U.S. Senate 
in its history belore 1967 and Brooke 
(rebellioo at its hiihest) was 1869-1871, 
Hiram Revels and 1875-1881, Blanche K. 

Bruce, both products of Reconstruction 
and both from Mississippi. There never 
~~...le.!o._another black Senato,-. --

From 1891 to 1945, there was only ont 
black representafrre at any time in Congress 
al all. Cheatam 1891·93, Murray 1893-97, 
While 1897-1901. 

From 1901 until 1929, THERE WERE NO 
BLACKS IN CONGRESS AT ALL! Neither 
Senate nor House. Furn 1901 till 1943, 
there was only one at any time, Depriest 
1919-1935 and Arthur Mitchell from 1935-43. 

From 1945 to 1955, there were only two 
(Dawson, 11/inois and Powell, New Yo111.). 
By 1969, by adding one e~ery two years 
since 1955 (Diggs, 1955; NII , 1957; Haw
kins, 1963; Conyers, 1965), there was a 
grand total of 6, or two less than there was 
in 1875 Reconstruction! 

than one percent of the more than 500,000 in the Sooth. It created a superstructural 
elected officials in the U.S." illusioo that the bourgeois democratic 

Even the term, assimilated into the U.S. 
Nation, conjures up an idea that somehow 
we are spread evenly through this n~ion 
but that is lar from the truth. As we said, 
there are about 26 large cities (100,000 
and over) with ghettoes which are exact 
replicas of the Black Belt, where black 
people are found in homes that are worth 
on the average Sll,000 (as compared with 
$17,000 fo, lhe rest of the U.S.) paying 
rent 24~ of black income, as compared 
to 6~ white income, with infant mortality 

rate 12.IS black, 4.7S white; unemploy
ment rate at least twice as hith as the 
ollicial 9.2\ national rate. 

In all statistics, the late 60's shows a 
perceptible rise in income (based on 
percentage of 'l\hite's income, black's 
income was from 57.8% in 1966 to 61.3S 
in 1970 - bul by 1973 its down to S7.7S 
aeain!} a rise in the employment rate, more 
new business starts, and a flurry in elec
toral politics as mentioned before; btlt all 
of this is due to the thrust of the Civil 
Rights Movement and the thrust of the Oe· 
mocratic Revolution it represented. Black 
bourreois led ard ruling class tampered 

:/~he itw~:i~t n:es'!"~le!~d :i!mi~~t~
3fn 

the late 60's eruptions which lorced some 
change in the superstructure of U.S. society, 
some slight ir,clusion into the middle 
sector ol the economic ladder for blacks. 
From 1967 to 1970, there was an increase 
of percentage of black employment of 
Iola! employment from 8.7S to 10.~; but 
from 1970 lo 1973, it slopes off rapidly 
lo 10.lS. 

1967 1970 1973 

Officers, Managers l.M to l.9S lo 2.7S 
Professionals l.SS to 2.SS to 3.3S 
Technicians, salesworkers and olfice and 
clerical show a similar kind of trend. 
These toeether make up (in 1970) 18.9% 
of the total black work force. On the 
other hand, lor Operatives and Laborers 
and service wcwkers, the heart of the black 
proletariat (64%); while operatives move 
from 1 LBS to 14.lS to 15.3\, bolh laboms 
and serviu workers (33.7S) show declines. 
Laborers 21.6\ to 21.8S to 20.6% and ser· 
vice workers 27.21 to 26.JS to 23.9S! 
And in many cases, the 110st marked e.tins 
were black women (black men 1967, 8.7S to 
1973, 9.~) with the rate roint from 8.6%, 
1967 to 11.H, 1973oltotal lemaleemploy
menl "Bui in all too many ca~. this 
simply represented the employer's way of 
convertitt1prtviouslylliFormtdium-91ying 

revolutioo was carried to completion! ln 
reality, full democratic rights have r>ever 
been extended to the masses of black 
people. Only an armed liberation strug· 
ele can totally lree a nation from imperi• 
alism. The cootradiction to the bour,eois 
demoaacy apinst which we renerally 
struufe in the U.S. is the fact that the 
national oppressioo of the black nation 
and oppressed black nationality lays a 
double oppression on black people, a 
triple oppression on black women that 
makes a black slrugele a National Libera· 
lion St,uggle in the Black Bell but one that 
takes place within the framework of a 
bourgeois democracy, in which blacks are 
an oppressed nation submerged that can· 
not liberate itself unless the entire lrame· 
work ol imperialism-monopoly capitalism 
is smashed throu&fiout the U.S.A. U.S. 
imperialism cannot withdraw lrorn out of 
the Black Bell like it withdrew horn Vietnam. 
(See, For A Revolutionary Position On 
The National Question, Haywood, p. 21.) 

The fallacy ol the completion ol the 
democratic revolution that lhe Civil Rights 
movement purports to be is that finally 
there isnoindependencelorthenational 
bourgeoisie; there is no linal conlrol of 
their market; there is no real economic 
base yet for political equality with the 
U.S. natioo. And there can never even 
be a_ fully formed black natiooal bour· 
geoisie without the full release of the 
productive forces of the nation, and that 
c.oold only come 'flilh the destru.ction o1 
imperialism. Bui even then, 11ven the 
leadership of the proletariat throuOI its 
Communist Party, there woold be no coo
solidation or heeemony ol the national bour
geoisie, bul the rapid motion toward 
socialism. This 'flaS l!nin's line in TWO 
TACTICS OF SOCIAL DEMOCRACY. It 
was proven true then, and since '!'en in 
China, North Korea, North and South_ Vietnam, 
Cambodia, Guinea Bissau, Mozambique, etc. 

MOTION (conl. fromp.3) 

to no better end either, though they 
may run rampant for awhile." 

In Iran, he commented that, " .•. the 
affairs of a country should be handled 
by its people, the affairs of a region 
should be handled by the countries of 
that region and the affairs of the world 
should be settled by all the countries 
through consultation. We are firmly 
opposed to the policies of aggression 
and expansion pursued by big-power 
hegemonism and are resolutely against 
their interfering in the internal affairs 
and trampling on the sovereignty and 
dignity of other countries under what· 
ever pretext." 



8 UNITY & STRUGGLE 

Vietnam Exposed 
cont. from page 1 

and that "bad elements" among the 
Chinese residents encouraged their 
flight. 

None of this will wash. A massive 
number of Chinese residents have been 
expelled; only a small percentage could 
have been wealthy. The "bad ele
ments" story is flagrant nonsense. It is 
uncomfortably reminiscent of a story 
made up by the Israeli Zionists in 
1948 to cover their expulsion of mass
es of people from Palestine. The whole 
attempt to depict Vietnam as the vic
tim of big-power bullying by China is a 
spineless evasion of the truth, an at
tempt by wrongdoers to make some
one else seem the villain. 

Facts are facts. It is Chinese nation
als who are being persecuted by Viet
namese authorities, and not the other , 
way around. It is foolish to think that 
this can be explained away. Nonethe
less some people are willing to try. 

The list of comrades who are in er
ror on this matter unfortunately in
cludes a fraternal Marxist-Leninist 
party which several years ago won 
worldwid e respect for its principled 
and courageous struggle against Khru-
shchev revisionism. Lately these com
rades have taken positions which have 
put their high reputation in doubt. 

The following empty claptrap is 
typical of what this party has had to 
say about this problem: 

Vietnam has its own political and 
ideological views. This is its own af
fair. But we defend the rights of 
the people of Vietnam. The princi
ple is that each people decide for it
self the destinies of its own coun
try, without interference from out
side. No one has the right to exert 
pressures and threats on them. (1) 

This is to put things entirely in the 
abstract. In the concrete, masses of 
people have arbitrarily been deprived 
of property, means of livelihood, and 
residence. These comrades seem to 
"forget"; they never so much as refer 
to these facts. They seek to give the 
impression that the side making re
sponse is exerting "pressures and thr-

eats", and not the side which actually 
committed the offense. This incredible 
sophi str y insults the intelligence of 
every honest person: 

It is to be hoped that these com
rades will drop this bureaucratic wood
en-headedness and look at the quest
ions of Marxist-Leninists, that is, in 
contrast to their present practice, that 
they will seek truth from facts. 

The full gravity of the Vietnamese 
error is to be seen in the fact that in
ter na ti o na I ly its main backer is the 
Soviet Union. 

Despite the seriousness of their er
rors, the Vietnamese authorities are to 
be counted among the people. On the 
whole, their conduct is mainly correct. 

Things are fundamentally different 
with the rulers of the USSR. The so
cial-fascist new tsars are complete and 
final traitors to Marxism-Leninism and 

In 1949 the Chinese people liberated 

U S S R • A themselves both from the ancient yoke of 
. . . . IS n feudal 1and1ords in the countryside, and 

from US imperialism and its Chinese.hangers-

lmperl·a11·st Country o~. In the histori~ally short span of time 
since then, the Chinese people have made 

--------------- immense progress in all spheres. 
What is the nature of Soviet society today? Both agricultuie and industry have been 

Is the USSR a socialisl country or is it a transformed. Socialism has unleashed the 

•
• c•a•p1.·ta.li.st-co•u•nt.ry•? _________ productive forces in China. Where drought 

and famine once ruled, the peoples' agri
cultural communes have brought continual Storms of controversy swirl around this 

question, proving that it is of vital signifi
cance. 

One old bourgeois line on socialism is 
that, "There's no such thing, workers are 
dumb, they have no interest in politics and 
could never organize production without 
the (useless, parasitic) capitalists, and 
besides, nobody even really knows what 
capitalism really is, it's a matter of opinion, 
uh, what were we talking about? We fOlgol, 
ho hum, .•• " 

This kind of thinking is put out through 
the press, the media, "learned" publica· 
lions, from the pulpit, and so on. But the 
masses of the people see into things more 
deeply than the capitalists, and no one is 
taken in by such stupidity except for the 
exploiters themselves. 

Socialism is a triumphant advance to a 
new, higher, better stage of social deve
lopment. This is proven by the shining 
example of the Peoples' Republic of China. 
In the words of the noted heart specialist, 
Dr. Paul Dudley White, who visited China 
ia 1974, "A vast 1111111.itude II.ls tJDeJIB!I 
out ol poverty, i,iorance and disease." 

advances in cropland construction, area 
yields and gross yields, despite natural 
difficulties and disasters. Industry has 
developed everywhere, on a diversified 
basis and to such an extent that comparison 
to levels before liberation is virtually 
meaningless. The overall growth rate of 
industry in China has held at more than 
10 per cent annually for year after year, 
the highest long-term growth ra:e in the 
world. 

All of this has come about because the 
masses of the workers and peasants 
(farmers) are the rulers of China. There 
is some tendency among the higher-op, 
better paid people in supervisory types 
of positions to forget that and to dabble 
in the bourgeois notion that the masses 
don't know much, aren't interested in 
politics, etc. In the middle of the 1960's 
this problem became so intense that the 
Communist Party, led by Chairman Mao, 
undertook the Great Proletarian Cultural 
Revolution. 

A lot of people who held these jobs 
lost them. They had to III to work in 
factories or fa,111=! ia ordef to learn . wt2• 
life was like for workers and peasants. 

the working class. The/ are among the 
main enemies of all o the peoples of 
the world and they are the main dan
gers of the national liberation move
ment. Wherever they get their hooks 
into the revolutionary movement trou
b I e soon follows. They have left a 
dirty trail of bloodshed and disgrace in 
reactionaries are shortsighted fools. 
Honest and progressive people have ~o 
reason to lose heart. It 1s no surpnse 
that grave errors occur within the rev
olutionary movement. Years ago the 
great revolutionary V.I. Lenin made 
the wise comment that: 

... it is undialectical, unscientific 
and theoretically wrong to regard 
the course of world history as 
smooth and always in a forward di
rection; without occasio.nal gigantic 
leaps back. (2) 

1) Zeri i Popullit , Tirana, Albania, 
6/24/78 

2) V.I. Lenin, ''The Junius Pamphlet", 
reprinted in THE AUSTRALIAN COM
MUNIST No. 87, p. 6 

Uitticulties wil I temper the revolut
ionary people. By learning from mis
takes the revoluationary people will 
root out the backward tendencies from 
among themselves. With their under
standing thus deepened the people of 
Vietnam will surely resume their trium
phant advance to liberation and social-

~~ec hosl ovakia, in Cuba, in Angol~, 
and elsewhere. They exult over their 
persecution of Chine_se nationals by the 
Vietnamese authorities, because they 
are the main international instigator of 

it. The Hitler-fascist revisionist clique 
of the USSR believes that it has found 
means to disrupt the traditional friend
ship of the Vietnamese and Chinese 
peoples, which was nurtured by Chair
man Mao and by President Ho Chi 
Minh. They trumpet the absurd rever
sal of facts. They accuse China of 
"hegemonic" behavior towards Viet
nam, thinking that if they yell enough 
then people will forget the campaign 
of persecution is against Chinese na
tionals. The revisionists are fools. Peo
ple will see right through them. They 
wi 11 on I y succeed in exposing them
selves once again. 

Both superpowers are trying to pro
fit from the troubled situation in 
Southeast Asia. 

The Soviet Union was the first 
socialist country in the world. It wrote 
a glorious page, which wi II never be 
forgotten, in world history, Due to the fact 
that the working class was inexperienced 
in holding power some crucial problems 
were overlooked. It was not seen that 
there exists within socialist society a 
material basis and a class interest for 
capitalism. A stratum of higher-ups within 
the Co_mmunist Party, in the military, in 
economic management, in the government 
etc., took the bourgeois view that they wer~ 
better than the masses and deserved more. 

The great revolutionary leader J. v. 
Stalin foudit such interests hard and persist
entty. But he never saw that this stratum 
operated on a basis of class interest, i.e., 
they constitut~ a would-be bourgeoisie. 
Hence the Soviet people were never called 
upJn to wage class _struqle on a mass basis 
gamst the enemies and traitors amone 

!hem. 
There-was no Soviet version of the ·Great -
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USSR-Turkey 
•friendship treaty' 
Soviet plotting is thick in 

Turkey also. The USSR and 
COMECON have built up more . 
investments over the past ten years 
in Turkey than the US managed to 
build up over 30. Turkey is home 
to the southern flank of NATO 
and the US fleet her e is aimed at 
preventing the Soviet fleet based 
in the Black Sea from reaching the 
Mediterranean in case of war. 

To counter this US influence 
Moscow recently signed a "friend
ship treaty" with Turkey, which is 
a carbon copy of treaties already 
torn up by count ries like Egypt 
and Somalia. 

But the Soviet offensive has not 
gone as they had planned. 
It has met with a solid resistance 
on the part of the people of the 
region and a number of countries 
are growing aware of the need to 
resist tbe efforts of the us and the 
USSR.to gain control of the world. 

In Eritrea the EPLF is leading 
the struggle to throw back the 
Etfiiopian offensive launched in 
Ill.id-June. At a recent emergency 
meeting of J7 member s of the 
Arab League on July 1, Arab 
leaders unanimously deno\l.llced 
the coup d'etat in South Yemen. 

With the Soviet UniQ'! t,;amJ?· 
ling on the rights of tfie' ·peoples 
. and nations of the Mi~tl\e East, 
even countries like Iraq, which 
was a strong ally ·of" Moscow, are 
pulling back. Iraq recently refused 
to allow Soviet planes to land in 
Iraq on their way to the war in 
Ethiopia. In a recent interview 
with the Ameri_can weekly maga
zine New~weelc, Iraq's president 
Saddam Hussein said: "By allow
ing ourselves to be drawn into 
sphe res of influence we Arabs are 
ensuring that we will become an 
East-West battlefield ." 

Most aggressive 

and hungry 

Proletarian Cultural Revolution. 
Stalin resolutely pruned the garden of 

socialism. He kept a sharp eye out for weeds 
and plucked them whenever he saw them. But 
there were roots which he never pulled up. 

~ 
They grew and grew. Just three years after 

• the death of Stalin, in 1956, the traitor 
Khrushchev seized power. 

Khrushchev slandered Stalin and socialism, 
renounced the dictatorship of the proletariat, 
told the revolutionaries of the world to give 

up the armed struggle against capitalism 
and imperialism. Basing himself upon the 
new bourgeois stratum of Soviet society, he 
undertook the restoration of capitalism in 
the USSR. The consequences of this great 
historical tragedy are everywhere apparent 
in the USSR today. 

The Soviet Union once produced a surplus 
of grain. The country was a large grain 
exporter and stored large reserves. The 
chaotic present state of Soviet grain product
ion is notorious. Huge shortfalls occur 
commonly. For instance, the 1975 grain 
harvest was 28.5 per cent lower than the 
previous year's total. Between !97!and 1975 
the USSR was a net importer of grain to the 
extent of 40 million tons. This is unheard of 
in the onetime_ "granary ol Europe", 

A comparable picture exists in the animal 
products and fresh produce areas. 

Industrial growth in the Soviet Union is 
stagnant. The growth rates of Soviet industry 
once astounded the world. Now, however, 
even modest planned growth rates are 
usually unfulfilled. The only significant 
exceptions to the low-growth pattern are 
areas such as machine-building, electronics, 
and computers which are stimulated by the 
frantic Soviet armaments buildup. 

Consumer goods are in short supply. The 
elite lives high and has special access to 
quality merchandise. Everyone else must 
put_ up with a meager supply of shoddy goods 
which constantly rise in price. In other 
words, the masses live in dire poverty and 
inflation is rampant. Such things were 
unknown in the socialist period. 

(cont. on o Ill 
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REVOLUTIONARY CULTURE 

AICU -Main Trend 
Culture that Serves the People 

Read.ers of Unity & Struggle will media-television, movies, ~usic-and 
hav~ notic~d. several references to the , showed how the media is affected by 
Anti-lm.perialist Cultural Union (AICU) the class struggle so that it has both 
and . wi.11 have seen the ad for their positive and negative aspects. For ex-
pubhcation, Main Trend. Who are they ~mple one-article exposed the connect-
and. w~at is the nature of their publi- 10n between television cop shows and 
cation_. T~e AIC~ is a mass cultural the growing trends towards fascism. 
organization, which was initiated by Another article discussed the music of 
c_ultural wor~ers from various nationali· Gil Scott Heron and showed that al· 
ties a.n~ various class strata, and who though his lyrics are often metaphysi· 
have J~med together t.o struggle against cal and. reflect bourgeois nationalism, 
1mperial1sm by building revolutionary the dominant character of his music is 
culture and by criticizing bourgeois potentially revolutionary. 
cul.ture. As an anti-imperialist organi- . The second issue will be published 
zat1on they stand on the side of the In September. Its major theme is the 
people in ~pposition to both U.S. and relati.onship bet.ween the imperialist op· 
Soviet Social imperialism colonialism press1on of nations and national minor· 
neo-colonialism, racism 'and Zionism' ities and the revolutionary culture that 
As. a cultural organization they seek t~ grnws out of this oppression. A major 
unite all those who have an interest in article presents the line of the AICU in 
doi~g cult~ral work. And who, through support of right to self·determination 
their creative labor, shape the culture for the Afro-American nation. It is ac-
that springs from the life of the masses companied by poetry from writers 
into the ideological forms of literature such as Nathan Heard, Sylvia Jones 
art, music, drama,..dance . etc. and and Amiri Baraka who have come t~ 
bring' this Work ·b~~k~lO ,tt\e' m~~S, see the need for a socialist revolution 
not only for their enjoyment ·but also because of their struggles in the black 
to te'$t thejt · wdfi ·fo/ · correcthess natipnalist movement. Another article 
throJgh th~·cRticlsn\' ot't'he'massef' · discusses the music that has grown out 

T~ey afe;-cyriently' 6rijanizep ·into of the struggles of the Chicanos or 
three' work~h'oP.s. ' 'th~ Yena'ntttieater Mexican·Americans in Texas and is''.ac-
Work.shop produced during the last companied by poetry from Pablo Neru-
year a play, composed of revolutionary da, who was killed by the fascist 
poetry drawn from the last hundred counter -revolution in Chile, and Jose 
years of class str.uggle., which are read Figueroa whose work springs from the 
and sund by wo,rk~rs on a picket line. struggles of the Puerto Rican people. A 
They are presently working on a play poem by Joel Cohen exposes Smith 
by the great communist poet Langston and his stooges in Zimbabwe, and a 
Hughes, "Scottsborough Limited". The poem by Gary Allen Kizer, a fine rev· 
Vis u a Is Work shop developed a slide o lutio nary poet currently incarcerated 
show on the oppression of women in Attica, deals with the multinational 
under capitalism which is available to cha racter of the U.S. working class. 
groups interested in putting on pro· There is an excellent article on the his-
grams. They are currently working on tory of baseball which exposes the 
numerous projects involving different bourgeois rip-off of what was once an 
visual media such as photography, film, important aspect of working class cul-
video, posters, etc. The Publications ture. Two other articles are worth 
Workshop's major task is publishing mentioning. One deals with elementary 
Main Trend but they are also interest- and high school education, and the 
ed in doing other projects such as a other calls for the freedom of Ngugi 
writer's workshop, books, pamphlets, Wa Thiongo, who was jailed by the 
and a calendar of revolutionary his- neo ·c olonialist government of Kenya 
tory. because of his revolutionary cultural 

Ma in Trend is a review of revolu· work. The articles are written in a live-
tio nary, anti·imperialist culture. The ly style together with graphics and 
first issue, published last May, concen- cartoons that should be of interest to 
trated on criticizing the bourgeois mass all progressive forces. 

HARD FACTS 
(DET ROIT ) 

On Sunday July 23, 1978 in Oe· 
trait, Unity and Struggle Newspaper 
sponsored a cultural event entitled, 
"HAROFACTS- an evening of revolut
ionary culture". The event included 
poetry from local and other poets read 
by poets and actors and actresses from 
the O etroit area . There was also a 
dramatic presentation of combined 
scenes of two of Amiri Baraka's recent 
plays, "S-1" and "The Motion of His· 
tory", as well as music, poetry and 
songs from the dynamic musical group 
from St. Louis, The Proletarian Ensem
ble. The set was opened with a brief 

"Disco Tums aevo lut ionary .. 
/ Hear dynamite new group 

The 
Advanced Worken 

with The Anti-Im perialist Singen 
Mwic Bv: 

~ Jio Williams & •.O.... 
;•~ Winsto n Sims ""'\51 

q Lyrics By: Am iri Baraka 4 
,.4' 45 RPM: -... "'a., 

~q,q · &tier Red Let Othen Be Dead" , 
V plw ~ 

speech by a revolutionary poet, on the 
role of the artist. 

Overa ll the set was very well re
ceived by the multi-national audience 
of about 100 people. There was a large 
number of auto workers present in the 
audience and the scenes in the drama
tic presentation dealing with the work· 
ers struggles were particularly well re
ceived. 

This first presentation in the Detroit 
area by U&S is part of the developing 
motion to bui ld mass organization 
among artists drawing them into the 
people's struggle to fight the enemy. 
Si nee, the event, meetings and plans 
are being made and held to continue 
these activities and help to unite artists 
to serve the people. 

-READ.~-~---- --
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THE PATH OF LIBERATION 

the road is 
dusty, 
many soles have travelled 
it. 
the road is dusty and 
bloodstained 
the tired feets 
and the broken heeled boots, 
the converse allstars, 
the highheels, 
the corns and 
the calluses 
have all walked and 
ran and 
stomped along. 
the road is 
dusty, 
dead bodies of 
heroic fighters 
have fallen on the 
road, 
we walk on their 
backs, 
they are bridges on 
this dusty 
bloodstained, 
deathfilled 
road. 
the road is 
dusty, 
but the feets 
keep on marching, 
now again we 

· marching not 
just walking, 
crossing many bridges, 
and taking many turns 
but never stopping. 
the road is 
dusty, but 
soon the sun 
will rise in 
front of us 
and the dust 
will turn to 
fertile 
red soil. 

RED POEM 
(a tribute to Mao Tsetung) 

Comrade, 

for over a year since you passed 
I've had difficulty in making 
a poetic comment on your life. 
but now I know-

your life was a poem
an epic poem-
that travelled with the speed 

of history and 
shaped the present 
brought vision to the 

future. 
your work Red leader 

is like fire, red fire 
in the hands of millions 
it warms us and brings comfort in times 
of uncertainty 
it lights our path in darkness 
and it burns the smiling masks 
off those who betray us
your life Red brother 
is a statement 
of love for millions 

that life is most precious 
and needs much more than 
imperialism has to offer. 
No sacrifice is too great 
no struggle too hard 
no enemy too powerful 
nothing can stop the people 
led by a party like the great one 

you built 
and armed with the great science of 

revolution 
Marxism· Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought. 
your life Red comrade 
was a poem 
written to the melody of revolution. 

People of the World Unite to Smash 
U.S. Imperiali sm and U.S.S.R. Social 
Imperialism - the 2 Superpow.rs! 

RCLCM-L-M) PUBLICATIONS 
AND REPRINTS 

PRRWO/ RWL Not a 
'Revolut ionary Wing ' 
But a Dangerous Duo 

$1.00 

Appendix of 
Mao's Vol . Ill : 
The Current 
Situation and 
Our Tasks 
$1.25 

Work of the 
Factory Nucleii 

$1 .00 

Developmental History 
of the Communist 
Party Soviet Union CB> 

Chart ·10e 

Death to South 
African Colonialism 

$.25 

Stop Kille r Cops 

3 Worlds 
Thesis by 

$.75 

$ .50 

RCL 

etter to a 
Comrade on Ou 
Organizational 
Tasks $ .75 

SEND ORDERS TO 

BOX 663 
NEWARK, N.J. 07101 

COMING SOON 
on: Afro-American National Question 

Trade Unions 
"You was Da:~. ~d Ta Be Mar-

To: Pffll.• W• Box.._, N,wut. , NJ . 

I PEKING REVIEW. Weekly journal of political affa irs. 
lcontains important edito rials, speeches, and governme nt 1 

I docume nts. Also featu res repor tage and ana ly1ical aniclcsa 
fon domest ic and internatio nal issues. 1 

lfi lJll!!I ~ bl,Cr,!pt~ n.;_ 4~SOD tr•~-111:0.Y~: ~~/ 3_>"!· _ , ~ 

The Woman Question 
Party Bui -Id Ing 

? 
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STRUGGLE AGAINST WRONG TENDENCIES NEVER ENDS! 
( Reprint from Australian Communist#86 ) For all Communists in Australia, and 

all over the world, the struggle against 
wrong tendencies engendered by capitalism 
never ends. Not even the greatest Marxist
Leninist can ever say truthfully that " I 
have defeated completely all the wrong 
tendencies in my thinking and style of 
work." To say such a thing would immedi· 
ately show, in fact, that one had not even 
grasped the most basic tenets of Marxism
Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought. 

In LOOKING BACKWARD: LOOKING 
FORWARD, E.F. Hill summed it up thus: 
" Every worker, every Marxist-Leninist 
in Australia is a product of capitalism. He 
commences lile with his mind full of bour· 
geois habits. All his life he is surrounded 
by bourgeois ideology which continually 
presses in on him and tries to claim him 
for itself. Hence intense struggle to 
resist a II this is required. That struggle 
can only go on in actual participation in 
working class and people's struggle. It 
is only in struggle that people will be 
remoulded. To acquire a working class 
Marxist-Leninist ideology is the most 
difficult of ihe tasks before Marxist
Leninists. But just because it is the most 
difficult and splendid task, Marxist
Leninists must set out to achieve it and 
not be daunted by difficullies. Nor can 
the past be thrown off at one thrust; it 
is a continual, never-ceasing process." 
(pp. 153-154) 

Take for example the tendency to be 
hyperactive in "political work" (identi
fied as meetings, demonstrations, printing 
and writing leaflets, organisational work 
etc.) as opposed to "mass work" (integra· 
lion with the people). E.F. Hill said in 
Looking Backward: Looking Forward, "at 
all times THE most important question is 
the integration of the Communists with 
the masses. The masses must be to the 
Communist what the water is to the fish." 
(p. 51, Hill's emphasis) 

Often this is read, and acknowledged in 
words but a comrade's practice does not 
fall i~to line with his or her theory. Poli· 
tical work comes lo consist almost entirely 
of attending demonstrations and meetings, 
writing and printing leaflets, painting 
banners and so on. Incessant and endless 
hours are spent in conversation about 
politics amongst other Communists. It 
often breeds a contempt for people who 
do not behave in the same ay. Not being 
i~volved in THIS SORT of olitical acti· 
vity becomes equated wit not being 
involved in political activity a all. There 
develops a desire to have "finger in 
every pie". 

This sort of thing can *erge quite 
easily. It becomes particular y prevalent 
amongst comrades who do ot have a 
regular job, because the ipportunities 
are so much greater to becom involved in 
this vicious circle. It is oft~, written off 

Depending on the particular backgrounds as being the ·result of "practicP.I problems". 
and experiences of particular Communists, A certain amount of work " imply has to 
certain bad tendencies will manifest 'them· be done" . Therefore, instea of examining 
selves in different degrees. For instance, our own practice and t e ideological 
the tendency to adventurism and impetuosity weaknesses giving rise lo he commission 
will be more pronounced in younger Commu- of the above-mentioned er ors, there is a 
nists than in older Communists. The defensive response: "W o's going to do 
tendency to succumb to trade union politics this and that if I don't?" This is really a 
will be stronger in those comrades involved topsy-turvey way of pproaching things, 
with the trade unions than in those not for unless Communists lead a relatively 
involved in them. This article will deal normal and balanced life, how can they 
with a number of bad tendencies which understand, really understand, the problems 
require constant struggling against, some of the people or integrate with anyone but 
particularly on the part of younger comrades fellow Communists? Such hyperactivity 
with intelleclual backgrounds, some of can only ultimately lead to the development 
more universal applicability. of fish out of water. There is no integra-

lion of revolutionary theory with the masses. 
Then there is the ever-recurring problem 

of left blocism. Often this quite literally 
consists of sitting in rooms together with 
like-thinking people, while the real world 
goes on around us. Again, for those comrades 
who are not involved in day-to-day employ
ment the problem can become very serious 
indeed. Once becoming involved in such 
employment, these comrades carry with 
them the bad traits of their earlier style 
of work. 

Left blocism means, for instance, Commun· 
ists attending parties (whether they are 
left bloc parties or not) in a group, and 
speaking only to each other at such parties, 
having no social life independent of like· 
minded people. It can mean getting drunk 
with other comrades, and doing all manner 
of wrong things. II can take the form of 
a group of people, for instance, going to 
the pub after any or a II of countless demon· 
strations and rehashing the spectacular 
events of the demonstration through an 
alcoholic haze. If there are no spectacular 
events to rehash, then past spectacular 
events are discussed. 

It is all very wrong and very un-Commun· 
isl, , yet it goes on. Why does i.t go on? 
Because it is such an easy mistake to 
make, and continue making. Left blocism 
needs to be fought much more thoroughly. 
In every period of a powerful flow of strug
gle it tends to re-emerge. New comrades 
enter the revolutionary movement and the 
Party. They tend to hang around togelher 
'far too much. This can only restrict inte· 
gration with the people, just as hyper
activity can do this. As we have said 
time and again, left blocism is acceptance 
of capitalist oppression. 

Left blocism in its worst stages can 
produce "strongholdism", the development 
of a stronghold mentality towards other 
comrades or other sections of the revolu· 
tionary movement. This, too, is a very 
bad tendency, but one which will inevitably 

emerge if the basic problem of left blocism 
is not overcome. 

For example, 2 particular politica I 
slant on certain matters can develop, an.d 
be constantly reinforced ~y endles~ repeti
tion and "reaffirmation" 1n the daily com· 
pany of those who think similarly to oneself. 
It can lead to factiona l!sm, .and has do~e 
so on a number of occasions m our Party s 
history. It can, and does, lead to the deve· 
lopment of a " them and us" outlook, when 
"them" represents other people or a~other 
way of looking at things in the revolutionary 
movement, and "us" represents a parti· 
cular left bloc. 

For instance, an anti ·worker attitude may 
develop in a left bloc of revolutionary stud
ents. Or an anti-intellectual attitude may 
develop in a left bloc of revolutionary 
workers. It is given rise to and constantly 
reinforced by the left bloc. It does serious 
damage to the unity of the Party and the 
whole revolutionary movement, and ought 
to be fought very strongly for this reason. 
Peculiar lines can develop within such 
left blocks, and once the seed is planted, 
unless the original error is corrected, they 
can grow and grow until the fetish of a 
small group comes to be regarded by that 
small group as "being of crucial impor· 
lance to the whole Party," or representing 
"a major two-line struggle" and so on. 

These are all relatively easy traps to 
fall into, and once the first step is taken 
it can quite quickly develop into a slam· 
pede. It does not mean ihat people who 
make such errors are to be "written off" 
or that they are evil counter-revolution· 
aries. " Let him who is without sin cast 
the first stone," as the saying goes. But 
they are real problems and need to be 
guarded against and fought in a practical 
and Communist fashion. 

A more general problem is that of wrong 
attitudes to criticism and self-criticism. 

.,Leoni. on p.11) 

United Front Against ~. . ~ ~~ ·· 
BROOKLYN• 'i KILLER COPS in 

On June 14, 1978 again, Killer Cops 
struck. It's Brooklyn again, only four 
years after Claude Reese, a black 
youth, was murdered in Brooklyn, shot 
in cold blood by a N.Y. City cop. This 
time it was Arthur Miller, a black com
munity leader who was Beaten, Kicked 
and Strangled to death by N.Y. City 
policemen. The cops were all from the 
Seventy -seventh precinct and all of 
them knew Miller because he was very 
active in the community affairs. Al
though th ere have been several coo
fli c ting reports concerning this inci· 
dent, eyewitnesses firmly maintain that 
Miller was murdered in cold blood! 

In response to this murder the resi· 
dents in Crown Heights showed their 
true feelings during a morning march 
to city hall and later with an overflow 
meeting at P.S. 283, stating that this 
was murder and a racist act by the po
lice. Mayor Koch and Police Commiss· 
ioner Robert McGuire were present at 
pol ice headquarters when the repre
sentatives of Crown Heights asked tor 

' justice. Black Assemblyman Al Vann 
told Koch: "In order to gain the con
fidence of the people of this commun
ity, I suggest that the mayor hav~ the 
police commissioner replace t~ , pdice 
in the 77th Precinct now." Kccfi did 
nothing, as expected, later a police 
spokesman said they can't have the po
licemen suspended or transferred be
cause there is no evidence that they 
did anything wrong. If the masses of 
people and Miller's dead body are not 
enough evidence, then what? But we 
understand this, because its the same 
line that was run when Claude Reese 
was murdered. Then Abe Beame stated 
at a meeting that he, then they mayor, 
had~no power over the police depart· 
ment, that the police department was 
autonomous. 

The people again, are being educated ly for all citizens. 3) Opposition to 
that the police are the "hit men" of genocide through mis-education. 4) Op-
the ruling class, legal assassins whose position to police brutality. 5) Opposi· 
job it is, consciously or not, to keep tion to national and international den-
the poor and oppressed masses from ial of Human Rights. 
taking what we need: i.e. the power to The BLACK UNITED FRONT in its 
live full productive lives. TO DO THIS infancy had made errors and will make 
COPS MUST OFTEN KILL!! The only more. But the method for development 
ways the oppressive rich people's gov- of the BUF is improving thru Unity 

bourgeoisie and its collaborators can be 
maintained. Watergate, the Nixon par
don, exposure of the FBI and CIA 
schemes directed at revolutionary 
forces in the U.S. and around the 
world has heightened the consciousness 
of the masses and further exposed the 
real criminals, Capitalism, Imperialism, 
.and National Oppression. 

ernment can maintain its control over and Struggle. One of .the errors was . 

~: t{:;r.~:;~i:;~11~~11;::":'.'. ~;~::!~I:!~~" .::,~Eg:;;;:ilh~l. ·• .. ::··;·:······.;·;··:·" .. ·· .. ·.:· .. A.

1
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held a meeting and called for a Com- state. "The state is a machine for k 
mun ity patrol, forms were filled out maintaining the rule of one class over it )~It · 
~; ,i~s~:i~~~~~n~t:t\

6
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someone is arrested for protection and GET. Jews didn't enslave Black People,.. ITT ,. ~ 

.[ if !~tii!ii~lj\j f i(tf !/~f t/til!!i~i-; ~~,;j 
brutal beating ~f Victor R.hodes a_nd a special color. They kill even before""" Uab"'N GENOCidt ·.·. 
;~~~-~~;~ ~~~~::nan(dR~b

1
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temp!ed mu'.der be_cause he came .to ionalities. With capitalism falling fast, ·: 
the a_1d of his cousin who was being the U.S. economy falling deeper into ·· 
brutalized by some cops who had gone crisis and revolutionary forces defeat· 
berserk, these same police though half ing U.S. imperialism around the Globe 
b~ating _Robinson to deat~ a.nd beating the ruling class and its lackeys ar~ . 
his cousin, a_ female remain immune to moving further to the right. The mass-, ...... , 
any prosecu!rnn. _ es of people, having been oppressed by •• /\ 

~he pnnc1pl.es of unity ~f the Black the bourgeoisie's police for so long :··t}i 
_Unite~ Front 1s: 1). Op~os1t1on to rac- must not be tricked by ingenious plan-I!: 
1s.m, _b1g~try and racial violence. 2) Re·· ning and programs aimed at more el- ,·,'.'···:" 
d1stnbut1on o.f the resour~es and weal· fectively policing and oppressing them, ' , , 
th of the nation, to provide abundant- so that the rule and paradise for the '' · ~ 
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L ft Bl IU.S.S.R. e QC ism-lMPERIA~}n~Jom pa~e~UNTRY !! 
Young people on Soviet farms commonly 

cont from page 4 leave because of desparate poverty. They 
society to the · · . . . swell the ranks of unemployed workers, 
towards left b:~~f~tability of ten.dencies people thrown out of their jobs according 
avoid feft bloci m. rur ab1 lily I~ to the dictates of fat-cat factory managers 
lion of its ob'e~~ arises .. rom a recogm, and other rich Soviet capitalists. 
ety. Because! it \~: b~i1i5 t class so.c1· These economic conditions tie in with 
it must be conscio:~ly ~ end~ 10 arise backward capitalist social phenomena of 
means the most thorou hpp:~; · This all kinds. Internally, the Soviet Union 
attempts to keep remoufd· ~onSlant has once again become a "prison-house 
look in accordance with 1

1;; i~~~I~ out- of . nations". The. country. see.thes with 
the proletariat. II is not an insurm~un~~ remtan~e among mmority nationality peoples 
able problem. It necessitates a ood to_ v10.lat1ons of their language rights, econo· 
grasp of the mass line method of Jork m1c interests, and . s,o . on. The bullying, 
and of the. style of studying with concreti aggressive,. 1mper1a!1s·. international course 
problems in mind. Above all it means of the Soviet rev1S1omsts 1s well known. 
adherence to Chairman Mao's famous None.theless the Khrushchev-Brezhnev gang 
three. do's and three don'ts: " Practise of traitors 1s weak, .They are trying to 
Ma_rxism-Leninism and not revisionism· ~ake the current of history run backward. 
unite and don't split; be open and above: ore and. more, all of the peoples of the 
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board and don't intrigue and conspire ,, wor
1 
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I 
resist them, and their difficulties 

· mu tip y, These usurpers will not last long 
Comrades who practise Marxism-Leninism The great Soviet people overthrew the old. 

love the country and serve the people ar~ tsars; they will surely overthrow the new 

11~~ ________ ..Jj -

the. sub1ect1ve basis of victory in the revo- tsars. They will surely destroy them utterly 
lut1.on to seize state power and realise root and branch. In the long run the peoples: 
national independence and socialism. r:ii~~ibl~'. revolution and socialism is 

Struggle Against ... 

Wrong Tendencies Never Ends! 
conl, ITomJ)age Io 

This ) s an •. area _in l'(hich bourgeois ideology 
h.as .a very st(on~ .inl~e~t;e indeed: Some· 
times. people 4e~ply resent being ctllicised 
Their "lni\[aC re'spbnse' ' fs ta. detend"lhem: 
selvei, w)leieas' fr should be. to "blame 
not tlie Spt!al\er 6u(be , ·w~rned by his 
words". Al ,othet times criticism is given 
witb ultei;ior- motives, or is given in a 
way which-can only make the person being 
criticised feel ver~ bad. Both of these 
errors are as bad as each other. 

As Chairman Mao pointed out: " Inner
Party criticism is a weapon for strengthen
ing the Party organisation and increasing 
its fighting capacity ... However, criticism 
is not always of this character, and some
times turns into personal attack. As a 
result, it damages the Party organization 
as well as individuals. This is a mani
festation of petty-bourgeois individualism." 
(On Correcting Mistaken Ideas in the Party) 

Or again: "If we have shortcomings we 
are not afraid to have them pointed out and 
criticized, because we serve the people. 
Anyone, no matter who, may point out our 
shortcomings. If he is right, we will 
correct them. If what he proposes will 
benefit the people, we will act upon it." 
(Serve the People) 

An initial mistake in correct handling 
of criticism and self-criticism can lead 
to a snowballing of errors. Take, for 
example, the question of a comrade who 
is criticised by another comrade and 
reacts resentfully to the criticism, or 
refuses to accept ii even !bough that 
comrade knows, keep down, that ts. is· 
correct. This can have the resu It of 
embittering the comrade who made the 
criticism, and making that comrade fearful 
of ever raising that (or other) criticism 
again. This is a liberal attitude of keep· 
ing one's mouth shut for the sake of 
peace and quiet on the part of the comrade 
who makes the criticism, and a wrong 
attitude of putting self first on the part 
of the comrade who rejects a truthful 
criticism, or the truthful aspects of a 
criticism. 

Domestic 
Linen & 

The next step can be talking behind a 
comrade's back, and saying--"Well I 
tr_ied it to the comrade's face, hut it 
didn't work". A farcical situation can 
~uickly develop, where nobody concerned 
1s really acting in a Communist way. , 

. This can have particularly bad effects 
11 leading comrades give the impression 
that they are unwilling to take criticism 
from rank-and-file Party members, or 
members of the revolutionary movement. 
No rank-pulling or arrogance should ever 
arise on the part of leading comrades in 
particular, because this can have the 
very bad effect of scaring off less exper· 
ienced comrades. Again, these are all 
real and serious problems. They exist 
now. Getting rid of them is a proce~s, 
but it is imperative that such errors .nd 
bad tendencies be destroyed, root and 
branch. 

Then there are the petty-bourgeois attri· 
butes of impatience and intolerance. Some 
times it a comrade makes an error it is 
taken lightly, but it this comrade seems 
to persist in the error, and not change 
after one or two criticisms, then some 
comrades " go off the deep end". They 
say that a comrade has "had his chance". 
Of course, persistence in a bad error 
might mean that the comrade concerned 
is indeed unsavable. But this is a very 
important decision to make about anyone, 
and should not be made lightly. 

Making such a decision rapidly, "writ· 
i ng people off" after one or two attempts 
to explain to them where they are commit
ting certain errors, is a reflection of a 
whole wrong style of thinking. II is the 
error of jumping instantly to conclusions, 
failing to investigate things properly, 
free from preconceived ideas, of reaching 
judgements immediately, or almost imme· 
diately. Once again, ii is very un·Com· 
munist. "I n treating an ideological or 
a political malady, one must never be 
rough and rash but must adopt the approach 
of ' curing the sickness to save the 
patient', which is the only correct and 
effective method." (Mao Tsetung, Rectify 

We've heard so much chit chat 
about human rights violations in the 
world from President Jimmy Carter, 
t he U .S, Congress and various bour
geois press. One of the reasons for this 
talk is to cover up wage slavery and 
the oppressed conditions of the multi·· 
national working class, oppressed nat· 
ionalities, and women in America. 
Bourgeois Democracy isn't a guarantee 
that there will not be any class oppres
sion. 

Laundry 
Supply Co. 

For example, all one would have to 
do is look toward the city of Detroit 
and check out the Domestic Linen and 
Laundry Supply Company. These small 
capitalist employ 200-250 people most· 
ly Black women at bare subsistence 
wages ($3.05 an hour). At the Domest· 
ic Linen and Laundry Supply Com· 
pany the triple oppression of Black 
women is crystal clear. contributed 

The women have to sort linen that 

In thl! a~ove chart on left from top : intercontinental ballistic missiles 
submanne-1.aunched ballistic _ missiles, long-range bombers, war: 
heads . c;>n right from top : artillery , naval ships , fighter planes, tanks 
and helocopters. (Sour ce: US Dept. of Defense Institute for Strategic Studies) . 

the Party's Style of Work) 
One very difficult problem is that of 

thinking we understand things when we 
don't. For instance, it would be quite 
natural for people who have read something 
of Chairman Mao to think that they under
stand adequately the questions raised 
above of criticism and self-criticism, 
liberalism, factionalism, left blocism and 
the petty bourgeois malady of hyperacli· 
vity. But the fact that problems constantly 
recur in these areas shows that these 
matters are, as yet, not really understood 
in essence. There is a superficial under· 
standing, in that the words relating to 
these matters are understood forma I ly. 
But still there is not fundamental, deep
down understanding. The problems are 
seen as applying '.'lo someone else, but 
not to me". 

Recently AUSTRALIAN COMMUNIST 
published an article by a young comrade 
~ntitled. "Striving to be a Revolutionary 
1s a ute ·Long Struggle". In this article 
the problem of thinking we understand 
things when we don't was presented as a 
recurring problem in the writer's develop· 
men!. Some comrades have expressed 
the view that this recurring theme could 
not but suggest that, in the final analysis, 
no-one could really every understand any
thing. This is a completely wrong inter
pretation of it. 

All that it means is that getting to 
understand something is a process. This 
applies with everything to do with Marxism· 
Leninism, it applies to the question of 
independence and socialism, and the 
struggle for their achievement in Australia. 
II applies to everything and occurs in 
everyone. To deny this is lo say that 
one has reached a certain level in some 
area or other where nothing further can 
be learnt. This is obviously impossible. 

There is nothing to be frightened about 
in the tact that bad tendencies exist in 
our midst. They will continue to exist 
for thousands of years. But they have 
to be fought and wi II be fought by every 
serious Communist who is really deter· 
mined to serve the Australian people, and 

comes from different restaurants in 
Detroit. The linen has food still on it 
from the restaurants and is packed into 
b undies. These bundles may sit for a 
day or two and by the time the bun· 
dies get to the company they contain 
maggots, dead fly s and roaches. While 
working the women are surrounded by 
flys and a number of rats running 
around the work area. The women's 
restroom looks like an outhouse (Iii · 
thy). One y,,oman while using the rest· 
room came running out because of the 
sudden appearance of a rat. There are 
no clean eating areas for the workers 
and overtime is mandatory (forced). 

The hiring policies of the Domestic 
Linen and Laundry Supply Company 
are as such, the employment office has 
you sign a time card, they try you on 
the job for a week or two, if they like 
your work they keep you, if not 
you're fired. The workers fill out no 

to win independence and socialism for 
Australia. 

"It is not hard tor one to do a bit of 
~ood. What is hsrd is to rlo ~ond all one's 
life and never do anything bad to act 
consistently in the interests of the broad 
masses, the young people and the revo
lution, and to engage in arduous struggle 
tor decades on end. Thal is the hardest 
thing. of all!" (Mao Tsetung, Message of 
Greetings on the 60th Birthday of Comrade 
Wu Yu-Chang). 

In the course of building revolutionary 
organisation in Australia we have amassed 
some experience of left blocism. One 
of the first things that can be said about 
it is that the writing of articles about it 
has never served lo properly dispose ot 
the problem. Nevertheless, the summing 
up of experiences is an important part 
of the .prncess of getting to know a thing, 
and this 1s also true of left blocism. 

The existence and influence of capi· 
talist ideology is all-pervading. II exists 
in and influences Communists and the 
Communist Party. II manifests itself in 
different ways and in different conditions. 
As was said in a previous article, "t he 
human brain is the highest form of organi· 
salion of matter but it exists in a social 
environment.'' 

Thal environment at the present time 
is the environment of capitalism, of classes 
and class society in the context of which 
the masses of the people are exploited 
and oppressed. II is an environment of 
struggle and counter-struggle, of the 
people's struggle to seize state power 
and end capitalism, and of the capitalists' 
struggle to retain state power and prolong 
its life in the face of the ever-intensifying 
struggle of the people. Even under 
socialism there are still classes and 
class struggle. Even after the abolition 
of classes there will still be social 
contradictions. 

application, no tax forms, no nothing 
until the end of the first or second 
week of work. The workers serve as a 
cheap labor source, there is no protect· 
ion for them at all. They work under 
conditions of terror and are not even 
allowed to talk. 

The conditions existing at Domestic 
Linen and Laundry Supply Company 
exists in workplaces all over America, 
standing in stark contradiction to the 
lies of Human Rights and Democracy 
told by Jimmy Carter and company. 

Workers everywhere must organize 
and fight against these conditions and 
see that finally only revolution will lift 
us up out of the filth of places like 
Domestic Linen and Laundry Supply 
Company. 

11 
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In the late 1950's the working class 
of the US suffered a great setback. The 
Communist Party of the USA, once 
the proud vanguard of the class con
scious workers in this country, betray· 
ed the goals of armed struggle, revolut· 
ion, and socialism. The traitors who 
led the CPUSA into the swamp of re· 
visionism were following the lead set 
internationally by the traitor Khrush
chev in the Soviet Union (see Capital
ism Has Been Restored in the Soviet 
Union, this issue p. ). 

Since that time the central task of 
all genuine Marxist-Leninists in the US 
has been to rebuild the revolutionary 
party of the proletariat, the anti-revis
io n ist Marxist-Leninist communist 
party. 

The 1960's were a decade of uphea· 
val and revolution, but also in many 
respects a time of great confusion. 
Through all the turmoil of the 60's, a 
powerfu I polemic was waged against 
Soviet revisionism by the Communist 
Party of China led by Chairman Mao 
Tsetung. This stood out as a beacon to 
people all over the world seeking gui· 
dance in struggles against all types of 
social evils. Many new Marxist-Leninist 
formations sprang up in this period in 
which the reaffirmation of the leading 
role of Marxist-Leninist ideology was 
the key to progress toward the new 
communist party. 

This is only part of the story, how
ever, Marxism-Leninism Mao Tsetung 
Thought must be concretely applied to 
reality in the US. In other words, the 
task of unifying the scattered 
Marxist-Leninist organizations, indivi
dual Marxist-Leninists, and advanced 
workers must rest upon a basis of 
unity in political line. 

, Every attempt up to now to unite 
Marxist-Leninist organizations and 
build the party has disclosed deep dif
ferences of political line. None was en
tered upon in a genuinely principled 
fash ion; each previous .attempt there
fore yielded fragmentation and sectar
ianism rather than unity and the party. 

For example, there was the National 

Liaison Committee (NLC), which was 
made up of the Revolutionary Union 
(RU), the Black Wor_kers' Congress 

·(since split into fa~t1ons). and th~ 
Puerto Rican Revolutionary Workers 
Organization. 

The N LC soon split, primarily due 
to errors in the line of the RU. The 
RU took what is called an economist 
line in its approach to the working 
masses, i.e., RU opted for a "dollars 
and cents" approach essentially the 
same as that of liberals and trade 
union bureaucrats. RU also dished up a 
"nation of a new type" theory which 
was in reality revisionism of an old 
type, an attempt to deny the right of 
self-determination to the Afro-Ameri
can nation (see article, p. ). 

Rather than correct its errors and 
unite on the basis of Marxism-Lenin· 
ism, RU soon after declared itself to 
be the party, calling itself the Revolut
ionary Communist Party. The transfor
mation of RU to RCP was really only 
a flip-flop from economism and open 
right opportunism to off-the-top-of-the
·head, super-revolutionary "left" sub
jectivism . RCP has since sunk even 
further into outright revisionism; it has 
made a Trotskyite repudiation of soc
ialism in the great People's Republic of 
China, and now openly upholds the 
disgraced counterrevolutionary Gang of 
Four. 

Other examples of sham party-build
ing motion include the National Con
tinuations Committee which was led 
by the Communist League, now the 
Communist Labor Party, into the arms 
of Soviet social imperialism; the ex
treme left-sectarian Revolutionary Wing 
led by the Puerto Rican Revolutionary 
Workers' Organization; and the Unity 
Trend led by the October League be
fore it erroneously declared itself to be 
the party. 

Setbacks of this type are unavoid
able during this period of struggle to 
build the party. After the complete de
cay of the CPUSA bourgeois ideology 
penetrated every corner of the work
ers' movement. Hence the struggle to 
expel this influence from the anti-
revisionist communist movement is 
lengthy, full of twists and turns. . 

On the one hand, sham party-build
ing efforts are bad things because they 
are eQtered upon in an unprincipled 
way. On the other hand they are good 
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things because, by revealing errors and 
shortcomings they show the correct 
path forward. . . 

An immense revolutionary storm 1s 
building all over the world. The two 
superpowers are headed for war; the 
general crisis of imperialism deepens 
every day, as does the revolutionar_y 
struggle of the Third World. All of this 
makes party building a task of utmost 
urgency . Genuine Marxist-Leninists 
must base themselves firmly upon prin
ciple and make every effort to unite. 

It is in this framework that RC L 
(M-L-M) views the recent statement on 
Marxist-Leninist unity from the Com
munist Party Marxist-Leninist (CPML), 
August Twenty-Ninth Movement Marx
ist- Leninist (ATM), and I War Kuen 
(IWK). RCL welcomes this develop-

me¥h ese organizations )lave included 
agreement upon Chairman Mao's Th~
ory of Three Worlds ~s part of their 
basis of unity, along with other quest· 

ion~.C L has previously stated that: 

the scattered political lines on the 
burning questions of proletarian rev
olution in the US must be formed 
into a party program through idea
logical struggle in propaganda, ~ar
ums, joint theoretical and practical 
work, exchanging theoret1ca! mater
ials and waging the theoretical and 
practical form of class struggle _to 
achieve a correct and comprehensive 
system of views-that is, a system 
of answers to the revolutionary 
struggle, which Marxist-Leninists 
and advanced unite around, an~ 
also upon which a party orgam
zation can be formed. 

-U S, May-June, 1977 
However, we must raise that we still 

have major line differences with CPML. 
In our past relations with CPM L, for
merly the October League (OL), we 
handled line disagreements incorrectly. 
RC L has criticized itself and repudi· 
ated the "jumping on the bandwagon" 
approach to criticism of OL. Our 
method of criticism certainly did not 
contribute to Marxist-Leninist unity. 

RCL raises the following questions 
to CPML: 
1) Does CPML believe that it should 
have made stronger efforts to unite 
Marxist-Leninists prior to its first party 

congress? 
2) Does CPML still call itself the party, 
or has it repudiated this? 
3) Does CPML still say that the Afro-· 
American nation has no right to secess
ion in the Black Belt of the South? 
Does it still hold that the BLM is a 
"struggle for integration"? 
4) Does CPML still refuse to demon
strate against the Shah of Iran? 
5) Does CPML still hold its "official 
optimist" position on not explai_ning to 
the working class the connection. be
tween imperialism and opportumsm, 
point out the bribed sector of the class 
itself? 
6) Does CPML have any self criticism 
tor its method of arriving at a "pro
gram" for its "party" and the loose 
"Mortov"·like organization that was a 
resu It of th is? 

RCL and CPML also hold opposing 
lines on the role of trade unions in the 
destruction of capitalism, differences 
over the question of the key link in 
party building, differences over the_ re
lationship of the party to various 
classes. 

These questions and others should 
be raised in meetings to be held. We 
raise them not to block unity, but in 
order to advance the struggle for prin
c i p I ed unity among Marxist-Leninists. 
This level of unity is now very low in 
the · anti-revisionist communist move
ment. 

RC L (M-L-M) views ideological 
struggle over political line as the c~r
rect way to demarcate the genume 
from the sham, the correct method to 
unite Marxist-Leninists and build the 
revolutionary communist party based 
on Marxism-Leninism -Mao Tsetung 
Thought in the USA. 

UNITE THE MANY 

TO DEFEAT THE FEW! I! 
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